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AN UNIDENTIFIED PERSON approaches the recently constructed 
underpass north of the University of Montana under the Milwaukee Railroad 
tracks. The underpass is part of the Missoula Bikeway System that will route 
across the Van Buren Street bridge, along Van Buren Street to Vine Street and 
around Greenough Park. (Montana Kaimin Photo by Rich Landers)
Bowers waives ath letic  fee
Despite a $100,000 deficit in the 
University of Montana athletic 
budget there will be no mandatory 
student athletic fee imposed on UM 
students and no immediate cut-back 
in either major or minor sports.
UM President Richard Bowers an­
nounced in July that he would not 
ask the Board of Regents for the fee 
originally proposed by former 
President Robert Pantzer, whom 
Bowers succeeded on July 1.
Pantzer had requested authorization
R obert Z im m erm an, fo rm e r 
University of Montana psychology 
professor, was sentenced in federal 
district court Monday to 60 days in a 
"jail-type” institution and ordered to 
spend no less than 40 hours a week in , 
a public service job for his in­
volvement in misuse of federal study 
funds.
Zimmerman pleaded guilty to one 
count of fraud August 12 admitting 
that he charged $378.61 worth of 
goods purchased at Buttrey Foods in 
October 1972 to his research grant, 
knowing that none of that sum was a 
“necessary or proper expense” 
under the grant.
When Zimmerman entered his guilty 
plea the U.S. attorney dropped 15 
counts of fraud in federal court in­
v o lv in g  $2 ,501 . H o w e ve r, 
Zimmerman still faces 36 counts of 
embezzlement in state district court 
in connection with $2,859.34 of 
allegedly misused research monies. 
He has pleaded not guilty to these 
charges.
from the Regents for a $6 a quarter 
athletic fee in addition to the regular 
activity fee to help compensate for 
the deficit created when Central 
Board, voted last spring not to fund 
men's intercollegiate athletics.
The deficit, Bowers said, will be 
made up by charging higher student 
admission fees at athletic events, and 
cutting athletic spending. He also 
said he is prepared to divert some 
money from the general funds if 
necessary.
Missoula County Atty. Robert (Dus­
ty) Deschampssaid Monday that the 
case is awaiting a state Supreme 
C o u r t d e c is io n  fo l lo w in g  
Zimmerman's plea to dismiss the 
case on the principle of double 
jeopardy. The Court must decide 
whether Zimmerman’s plea of guilt to 
one count of fraud can bar further 
prosecution on other counts in state 
courts.
Zimmerman made restitution of 
$11,900 to the University in the 
spring of 1973 to compensate for dis­
crepancies in his account, but Des- 
champs said the overall amount of 
misused money would be “well in ex­
cess of $11,000.”
Deschamps said the federal court 
charges of misusing $2,501 and the 
state charges of misusing $2,859.34 
were only representative tran­
sactions.
“ Hundreds of separate transactions 
took place," Deschamps said, and 
-  page 4
Although the schools within the Big 
Sky Conference voted to limit league 
championship competition to five 
sports—football, basketball, cross 
country, wrestling and track and 
field—Bowers said UM will support 
nonconference competition in swim­
ming, skiing, golf and tennis.
Bowers said it is too late to make ma­
jor budget cuts in the 1974-75 
athletic budget becuuse com­
mitments have already been made 
for athletic schedules.
Bowers said he believes it will be dif­
ficult to develop new sources of fun­
ding for intercollegiate athletics.
“Rather, we should concentrate our 
efforts in finding ways to reduce 
costs,” he said. “ If this can be done 
on a conference basis, and hopefully 
nationally through the NCAA, 
institutions will be able to preserve 
their competitive positions.”
Without national reductions in 
intercollegiate athletic spending the 
programs at many institutions “may 
be priced out of existence,” he said.
Bowers said he has not yet been in 
contact with other presidents of 
conference schools so there are con­
crete conference-wide proposals 
yet.
For this year, the University will be 
attempting to cut expenses where 
feasible, he said, but “we will meet all 
commitments to student athletes and 
schedules and will not sacrifice 
minor sports.”
Bowers acknowledges the apparent 
student attack on UM football, but 
said that from his “point of view, it’s 
not in jeopardy of being c(js- 
continued.”
However, he said football is one 
place the athletic budget would have 
to be trimmed.
Former UM prof sentenced 
for misuse of federal funds
City council to debate porno ordinance
By Tom Livers
Special to the Montana Kaimin
A proposed ordinance that would 
regulate the distribution and display 
of obscene material i n the city of Mis­
soula has been placed on the agenda 
for the City Council meeting on Oct. 
7.
Consideration of the ordinance, 
originally scheduled for September, 
was postponed until the October 
date to enable University of Montana 
students to voice their opinions.
Missoula’s existing policy concern­
ing pornography was first 
challenged last July when a group of 
30-40 citizens, armed with a petition 
of approximately 2,200 signatures, 
demanded the City Council enact 
anti-pornography legislation."
In response, the council formed an 
ad hoc committee, led by Alderman 
Fred Thomson, to draw up an 
ordinance that would regulate dis­
tributing and showing of obscene 
materials.
Thomson’s committee suggested an 
ordinance patterned after New 
Orleans' pornography ordinance. 
Criticism of this suggestion came 
from many sources, including 
County Atty. Robert Deschamps, 
who said he believes Missoula can 
adopt a law concerning regulation of 
pronography, but disagreed with 
patterning it after that of New 
Orleans.
Deschamps claimed that the 
ordinance’s restrictions on the dis­
tribution of pornography to minors 
merely repeats the existing Montana 
state law. He also pointed out am­
biguity in the first and last sections of
the New Orleans ordinance, which 
prohibit ‘‘distribution of hard-core 
pornography” and "obscene live 
conduct,” respectively.
In Deschamps’ opinion, voters at the 
next* election should be asked to 
define "contemporary community 
standards," referring to the Supreme 
Court’s Miller decision defining 
obscenity as that which is obscene 
according to contemporary com­
munity standards.
This, Deschamps said,_ would be 
effective in helping to eliminate am­
biguity and would establish concrete 
ground rules for the ordinance.
Among the arguments of those 
favoring anti-smut legislation are 
that exposure to pornography 
s tim u la tes  sex crim es and 
perversions, and that legalized 
pornography contributes to moral 
decadence of society as a whole. An 
opponent of the ordinance, Richard
Review forums 
will begin this fall
A series of public forums and 
workshops concerning the local 
government review process taking 
place in Montana will be held this fall.
The review process will be taking 
place through 1976.
The University of Montana Bureau of 
Government Research (BGR) will 
hold citizen discussion forums in 
eight Montana cities. The forums will 
be funded by a $12,342 grant from 
the Montana Committee for the 
Humanities.
-  page 4
V a n d iv e r , a p ro fe s s io n a l 
criminologist and assistant profes­
sor of sociology at the University, 
sa id these o p in io n s  igno re  
documented studies on the effects of 
pornography. Vandiver testified 
before Thomson’s committee that 
recent studies on pornography con­
clude such ordinances as this should 
be repealed, not enacted, to allow 
police departments to be more effec­
tive in concentrating on protection of 
people and property.
Action suggested by the proponents 
o f re s tr ic t iv e  p o rn o g ra p h y  
legislation include a referendum to 
determine contemporary community 
standards, and the establishment of 
a local censorship board, the latter of 
which, according to Alderman 
Walter Hill, would “ likely run into 
legal quicksand.”
Jack Swarthout, UM athletic director 
and head football coach, said he and 
his staff could cut back on their 
budget. He said he hopes to get a 
stabilized athletic budget soon.
Long range planning in the athletic 
department has been difficult 
because of a steady decline in 
student funding. In 1971 CB 
allocated $147,000 to men’s 
athletics. In 1972 it allocated the 
department $105,070, a cut of 
$42,930. In 1973 the budget was 
trimmed to $95,000, a cut of $10,070.
PROGRAM COUNCIL DIRECTOR DAVE SNYDER (left), Earl Sherron and Dennis Winner of Earl’s Distributing in 
Missoula, and Clark Hanson, chairman of University Liquid Asset Corporation discuss matters concerning the 500 
kegs of beer to be consumed at the Back-To-lt No. 1 kegger and Sky Fair this Saturday at the KO Rodeo grounds on 
upper Miller Creek road. (Montana Kaimin Photo by Robin Evans)
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UNIVERSITY NOT POOR
At the Sept. 9 and 10 meeting of the Board of Regents, Com ­
missioner of Higher Education Lawrence Pettit presented a 
budget for the Montana University System for Fiscal 1975-76 and 
1976-77 which called for a $28 million dollar increase over the last 
budget. Cries of poverty have been heard from the System for 
several years, and proponents say the System will suffer deep in­
jury if it doesn’t get the extra money.
But why should more money be poured into a System that doesn’t 
know how to spend what it’s already got?
True, faculty salaries at the six institutions are low. Programs 
such as Round River will be scrapped this year due to lack of 
funds. The top two floors of the new library are not finished, and 
the old library has not been remodeled according to plan. 
University Facilities Director J. A. Parker claims that faculty and 
staff are hounding his door for more office space— of which there  
is little available, and at present the dormitories are overcrowded. 
But:
•  A landscaper’s nightmare of hills, grass and cement was built 
between the Library and the University Center this summer. This 
so-called mall cost at least $150,820—the price may go up 
because of inflation, you know. One student’s suggestion of 
throwing around a few grass seeds and minimizing the cement 
would have been much less expensive and aesthetically pleasing. 
Instead, we got “progress.”
•  A new house was purchased for the University of Montana  
president in June. It is, perhaps, good that our president will have 
a beautiful home to entertain and perform presidential functions 
in. But a $115,000 house (not to mention the costs of remodeling 
or the hours physical plant personnel worked on the grounds) 
could only be justified if the former president had lived in a tent 
and/or the System was filthy rich. “Keeping up with the Jones” 
won this round.
•  The University spent $724 ,$02 in Fiscal 1974-75 to maintain  
intercollegiate athletics. No pians have been fully formed to 
decrease this amount. Oh, sure, Jack Swarthout and his crew will 
cut a little here and a little there, but prices are rising and it will be 
difficult to decrease the budget unless the program itself is 
decreased. The “jocks” are still No. 1.
We are not saying that this university or the university system 
does not need money. But a unit that throws away its money on 
ridiculous entry malls, mansions and intercollegiate athletics is 
not poverty-stricken. More realistic funding priorities and better 
budgetary supervision should be established before any more 
money is poured down the funnel. It would be shameful to waste 
another $28 million.
Carey Matovich Yunker
UM gains, Northern loses
WASHINGTON
MERRY-GO-ROUND *>y Jack Anderson
Editor: I think that I can speak for 
many of my fellow students when I 
say the proverbial “our loss is your 
gain.” As (University of Montana) 
President Richard Bowers begins to 
make new friends in Missoula, he 
leaves DeKalb, III. full of people 
whose friendship and respect he and
HEY, WHOSE 
SIDE IS 
JACK ON, 
ANYWAY?
The PEOPLE’S SIDE. 
Jack Anderson is the 
scourge of wrongdoers 
no matter what side 
they’re on) Democratic or 
Republican, right, left, or 
in -b e tw e e n . H e ’s the  
public’s best defense 
against corruption and 
super-secrecy in gov­
ernment, searching out 
and exposing those who 
hide behind red tape and 
rubber stamps. Follow 
Jack Anderson’s relen­
tless exposures of the 
dark side of political 
America—every day in the
montano KRimin
his family have gained over the years.
Best of luck to you and your new 
president.
Michael C. Maibach 
graduate,
Northern Illinois University
---
DM a 4r5
Americans Too Deeply in Debt: 
President Ford's inflation fighters are 
worried that Americans are too 
deeply in debt. American consumers 
owe their creditors a staggering $185 
billion, not even counting home 
mortgages. This is triple the con­
sumer debt only 15 years ago.
Many Americans have the ir 
paychecks committed for the next 
couple years to pay off their 
obligations. The creeping recession 
could cause paychecks to shrink. 
This will make it difficult for them to 
pay back their borrowed money.
Already, Americans are having 
trouble paying off their loans. Loan 
delinquencies have shot up to an 
alarming 25 per cent. An estimated 
165,000 Americans will be forced to 
declare personal bankruptcy and 
throw themselves at the mercy of 
their creditors this year.
It was precisely this kind of credit 
crisis which caused the last great 
depression. People couldn't pay 
their debts, businesses failed and the 
economic chain reaction spread. -
Yet the lesson of the 1930s hasn’t 
changed the borrowing habits of 
most Americans. Not even sky-high 
interest rates are keeping them from 
buying on credit. They are simply 
taking out longer-term loans. As long 
as they can keep down the monthly 
payments, most Americans don’t 
seem concerned about the terrible 
cost of borrowing.
Terrorist Weapons: Intelligence 
reports warn that Libya’s madcap 
leader, Muammar Qaddafi, is buy­
ing up new Soviet weapons for 
terrorists. He has ordered sophis­
tic a te d  w eapons, in c lu d in g  
shoulder-^ired' mfis’silesr beyond the 
needs of his own military forces. The 
Central Intelligence Agency has 
learned that he intends to distribute 
some of these arms to terrorist 
groups around the world.
Qaddafi fancies himself the leader of 
a w o rld w id e  re v o lu tio n a ry  
movement that is both an­
ticommunist and anticapitalist. He is 
in touch with some of the world’s 
most irresponsib le terrorists, 
particularly Palestinian extremists, 
who have received arms from Qad­
dafi in the past.
The Soviets also are shipping arms to 
Syria in huge quantities. Intelligence
reports claim some of these weapons 
were diverted from Egypt, which is 
now on the Kremlin’s blacklist.
In the past, the Syrians also have 
supplied Palestinian terrorists with 
weapons. But Syria's President As­
sad has become more moderate 
since his dealings with Secretary of 
State Henry Kissinger and has 
developed a closer relationship with 
Jordan’s King Jussein. Of course, 
Hussein ranks next to Israel on the 
Palestinian’s enemies list.
There are many more Syrian 
hotheads, nevertheless, who can be 
expected to smuggle arms to the 
Palestinian extremists. Between 
Lybia and Syria, terrorists are sure to 
get dangerous new weapons.
R o cky  In  L im b o : N e ls o n  
Rockefeller's confirmation as Vice 
President, we have been told 
privately, is being held up because of 
the pardon of Richard Nixon.
The House Judiciary Committee, 
which must approve the Rockefeller 
nomination, was particularly stung 
by the pardon of the former 
president. Many members felt that 
President Ford made a mockery of 
their arduous impeachment inves­
tigation with his sweeping action. 
And there are some bitter feelings 
because Ford told the lawmakers 
during his own confirm ation 
hearings as Vice President that “the 
public would not stand for” a pardon.
Although the Senate is preparing to 
hold hearings on the Rockefeller 
nomination later this month, the 
House is just getting around to set­
ting the ground rules for its hearings. 
With their own reelection cam­
paigning to do, the miffed House 
Committee members will probably 
stall until after the November elec­
tions before acting on the 
nomination.
Meanwhile, the FBI is continuing it’s 
probe of Rockefeller. They have 
come up with nothing that would en­
danger his confirmation, but they are 
now checking out allegations that a 
Rockefeller-financed operation in 
Latin America was Communist in­
filtrated.
Turkish Promise: Turks have 
promised that they will not attempt to 
take over the embattled island of 
Cyprus. Turkish forces have been
ordered merely to hold the areas they 
already occupy.
Secret intelligence reports warn, 
however, that the Turks will retaliate 
against Greek guerrilla activity with 
ground or air attacks on Greek 
largest. The intelligence reports, 
whose information is based on 
Turkish military sources, say that the 
response to guerrilla activities will be 
restricted to retaliatory raids and no 
drives will be made to capture more 
territory.
The Turks also assured NATO, ac­
cording to the intelligence reports, 
that they would play a greater role in 
defending the ir end of the 
Mediterranean if the Greeks go 
ahead with their withdrawal from 
NATO.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, 
incidentally, has become a hero in 
Turkey. His quiet support of the 
Turkish military invasion of Cyprus 
has made him popular with the 
Turks.
Washington Whirl: The arms debate 
on Capitol Hill has been heated up by 
a report that the Soviet Navy has 
surpassed the U.S. fleet in fighting 
power. “Jane’s Fighting Ships,” the 
authorita tive B ritish m ilita ry 
publication, found that the Russians 
had more submarines and surface- 
missiles ships than the United States. 
Defense-minded Congressmen are 
using the report to call for more 
military expenditures. But many 
liberals claim the report is 
misleading. The U.S. still has an edge 
in nuclear-powered subs, and in 
aircraft carriers. . . . The Central 
Intelligence Agency is in trouble over 
its role in Chilean elections, but it has 
also been charged with rigging an 
election in the United States. Some 
members of the American Foreign 
Service Association areelaimingthat 
the CIA infiltrated their group to in­
sure the election of a conservative 
leadership. . . .  The National Tax­
payers Union turned the tables on 
President Ford recently when he 
asked federal employes to do 
without a pay hike to fight inflation. 
The gadfly group asked Ford to cut 
his own $200,000 salary by 10 per 
cen t.. .  . President Ford’s days as an 
All-American football player at the 
University of Michigan have ap­
parently not been forgotten. A 
presidential aide told us that since 
Ford became President he’s met “at 
least 300” men who claim to have 
played on the same team.
-YiUjZ 'TV/nON P9WU& AT
Pilot day care program 
begins Monday at UM
A pilot day care program for children 
under the age of five will begin Mon­
day at the University of Montana.
A meeting of work-study assistants, 
parents, volunteers and Special 
Services staff will be held tomorrow 
at 9:30 a.m. in the Native American 
Studies Center, 730 Eddy Ave.
The program, which is sponsored by 
the UM Special Services Project, will 
provide basic education and care for 
children of low-income, activity-fee 
paying UM students.
Linda Balazic, coordinator of the 
project, said Monday that 39 children 
are being placed in various facilities 
in the Missoula community. The 
program has a maximum capacity of 
50 children.
Fifteen children from ages 3 to 5 will 
be enrolled at the Home Economics 
Day Care Center in the Women’s 
Center. There will be 14 other 
children of the same ages housed at 
the Special Services Center at 626 
Eddy Ave.
Ten children under the age of 3 are 
being placed at various licensed day 
care homes in the Missoula area.
Balazic said that the projected cost 
of the program for 1974-75 is
Greek rush 
begins this week 
for new students
University of Montana fraternities 
and sororities have opened their 
doors for the seasonal fall rush for 
new members.
Formal sorority rush begins 
tomorrow with a luncheon at the 
University Center. According to 
Patsy lacopini, president of the UM 
Pan-Hellenic Council, any woman 
student is eligible for sorority rush. 
Applications may.be picked.up at the 
Student Affairs office.
Sorority pledge night is Wednesday.
Men interested in pledging a 
particular fraternity may contact its 
president for a schedule of rush ac­
tivities for the rest of the week.
Formal pledging will culminate a 
week of open houses, barbeques, 
parties and keggers to give students 
a look at Greek-house life.
$26,029.50. ASUM will provide 
$12,522.50; Community Coordinated 
Child Care (4 C's), $1,000; Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children, 
$7,560; U.S. Department of 
Agricu lture Food Supplement 
Program, $2,822 and parental fees, 
$2,125.
Balazic said the program will cost $4 
a day for each child enrolled. She 
said financial aid is available for 
parents who cannot afford the $4 fee. 
In those cases, 50 cents is paid by the 
parents and the $3.50 balance is 
picked up by the program.
More information is available 
concerning these aid programs at 
the Special Services office.
The fee is based on a maximum 
attendence of five hours a day. 
Balazic said reduced rates on a slid­
ing scale for shorter periods of care 
are available.
The program is for children of UM 
students and applications are 
available at the Native American 
Studies Building at 730 Eddy Ave.
Court gag rule 
overturned
CPS
A 24-year-old college journalist from 
Ohio has won a major victory against 
court-ordered gag rules.
Thomas Summers, a summer 
reporter-photographer fo r the 
Washington Court House (Ohio) 
Record-Herald, was recently ac­
quitted of contempt of court charges 
imposed for publishing the name of a 
trial witness named in open court.
Summers had been cited for 
contempt in June after he 
disregarded an order by a Union 
County common pleas judge not to 
print the name of a witness identified 
in court. That citation was overruled 
by 4 visiting.judge yvho stated in his 
opinion that "a judge has no right to 
gag the press for reporting actions 
which occur in the courtroom.”
On his second expedition to the 
Western Hemisphere, Columbus had 
17 vessels, carrying 1,500 persons.
If a person is toasted, that person 
does not drink from his glass as the 
rest do.
M
s m u l d h a v e
There's just no way you can 
believe these pillows . .  . 
unless YOU See for Yourself! 
These aren’t “bean bags” or 
overgrown sofa cushions, but 
well designed W HOLE  
SOFAS & CHAIRS!
These Pillows are 
Not expensive.
Are very durable.
& REALLY COM FORTABLE.
Any color, pattern,.material . .
Be your OW N Decorator!
ONLY available at . . P ju ltiP iifcw  
innovative C O M FO R T people!
★  W aterbeds  
and Com plete  
Accessories
★  Funky Pillow  
Furniture
★  Floor Pillows
★  T V  Pillows
★  W allgraphics  
^  Beanbags
227 W. Front 
728-4189 
9:30-5:30 P lw Ilv P ilf e w
Students w in  in court case
CPS
After a two year court battle, the 
University of Mississippi has been 
ordered to publish the 1972 edition of 
Images, the student literary 
magazine. The publication had been 
blocked by the university because 
the word “fuck” appeared numerous 
times in two articles concerning the 
emotional problems of young black 
men.
The university was ordered first by a 
federal district court, then by the U.S. 
Court of Appeals to publish the 
magazine. The Appeals Court found
that the offensive word is "com­
monplace in various strata of 
society," and the magazine was 
protected from censorship by a state 
u n iv e rs ity  under the F irs t 
Amendment.
The decision was appealed to the 
Supreme Court, on the grounds that 
Images was an official publication 
subject to censorship or cancellation 
by school officials. In late May the 
Supreme Court let stand the Appeals 
Court ruling.
In a statement. Chief Justice Warren
Burger said that students attending a 
state university had the right to be 
free from official censorship of their 
writings, but he added that the 
university was in no way required to 
continue giving Images or any other 
group the use of facilities or financial 
resources if the university considers 
it to be of "substandard or marginal 
' quality.”
The university was also permitted to 
stamp a statement disavowing res­
ponsibility for the contents of Images 
on the inside cover.
Interior Visions for your home: imported tapestries, 
carpets, door curtains, lamp­
shades, comic books and 
creative smoking paraphernalia 
2118 South Higgins, Missoula
^ e J O L N T  E F I ’O i n
the day of 
the student 
is over.
A  few  years ago, students were 
just th a t—students. They graduated 
from  high school and w ent to college. 
For four years or more they were 
students and nothing else.
Times have changed. Today's  
university man or woman very often  
is working full or part-time while  
attending college. Many are pursuing 
professional careers while they study.
A t First National Bank we d on 't 
offer any "student banking" services. 
Instead we offer you every service our 
regular customers enjoy. We're a fu ll 
service bank—and that means for 
everybody.
So at First National Bank you  
w on 't get preferential "student" treat­
ment. Instead, you'll get preferential, 
regular customer treatm ent.
We thought you'd  like it that way.
First National
Bank Front and Higgins
Your full service bank in 
downtown Missoula
The closest bank to campus
Government forums to begin
page 1 -
The workshops for local government 
officials and review commission can­
didates, cosponsored by the BGR, 
will be held on five college and 
university campuses throughout the 
state. Funding for these workshops 
will come from a $25,982 grant from 
Title I of the Higher Education Act of 
1965. .
The dates and locations of the citizen 
forums are Missoula, Oct. 3; Havre, 
Oct. 9; Great Falls, Oct. 10; Helena, 
Oct. 15; Billings, Oct. 16; Lewistown, 
Oct. 17; Butte, Oct. 21 and Bozeman, 
Oct. 23.
All forums are evening sessions em­
phasizing the importance of a high 
level of public participation in the 
selection of review commissioners. 
Participants will include college and 
university teachers from around the 
state, local and state officials and 
citizen group representatives.
In late October, a televised forum 
dealing with the importance of the 
review process for the state as a 
whole will be shown on the Montana 
Television Network.
The dates and locations of the 
regional workshops are Kalispell,
Saturday at Flathead Valley Com­
munity College; Great Falls, Oct. 5 at 
College of Great Falls; Bozeman, 
Oct. 12 at Montana State University 
and Billings, Oct. 19 at Rocky Moun­
tain College. One workshop was held 
in Missoula Saturday.
All workshop sessions are day-long 
and open to the public. Topics to be 
discussed incjude the general 
alternatives available to com­
munities in the review process, as 
w ell as the im po rtan ce  of
page 1 -
the re  are s t i l l  some item s 
Zimmerman has not made restitution 
for.
Zimmerman was given a three year 
suspended jail sentence. The public 
service work he has been ordered to 
perform will be supervised by a 
probation officer for three years, 
Deschamps said Zimmerman will 
begin a 60-day term in a "jail-type" 
institution June 1, 1975. The “type” 
of institution will be determined by 
the U.S. Marshall in Detroit, Mich.
cooperation among state and local 
officials, review commissioners and 
the general public in producing an 
effective review.
The workshops are jointly sponsored 
by the State Commission on Local 
Government and the BGR. They are 
endorsed by the Montana League of 
Cities and Towns, The Montana As­
sociation of Counties, the Montana 
Chamber of Commerce, the League 
of Women Voters, the AFL-CIO and 
other citizen and business groups.
Zimmerman, a UM psychology 
professor for six years prior to his 
resignation one year ago, now 
teaches at Central M ichigan 
University, Mount Pleasant, Mich.
After coming to UM in 1968, 
Zimmerman was awarded a Nutrition 
Foundation grant which extended 
from July 1968 through July 1973 
and a National Institute of Child 
Health and Development grant 
which extended from July 1970 
through June 1975, which involved 
the study of monkeys.
Professor receives sentence
KIM WANNER, freshman in general studies from Corvallis, Mont., figures out 
her class schedule for Fall Quarter. Incoming freshmen and transfer students 
attended orientation programs this week in preparation for registration which 
begins today for freshmen, senior and graduate students. (Montana Kaimin 
Photo by Tom Levno)
Stanford paper wins suit
CPS
The University of Stanford Daily has 
been awarded $47,500 in legal fees 
as a result of its victory in a suit 
against the Palo Alto, California 
police department.
The suit arose out of an incident in 
April of 1971 when police and Santa 
Clara County sheriff's deputies,
armed with search warrants, entered 
the offices of the student newspaper 
and searched files, desks and 
p e rs o n a l b e lo n g in g s  fo r  
photographs of a recent campus sit- 
in.
Nothing was found by the 
authorities, and the Stanford Daily 
filed suit.
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA GRIZZLY LINEBACKER RON ROSENBERG (54) performs a punishing tackle to foil 
South Dakota split end Dwight Duncombe's attempt to haul in a second quarter pass in Saturday’s game at Vermillion, 
S.D. Greg Anderson (21) and Mike Ladd are also part of UM’s coverage of the play. Montana took a 10-0 halftime lead, 
but succumbed to South Dakota’s second half comeback 24-10. (Photo by Gordon Lemon)
Get KEGS at a 10X discount by 
ordering a day in advance. 
Paper supplies 20X off.
Watch for our free seminars 
every Sun. at 8:30 p.m.
1221 Helen 7 2 8 - 9 9 6 4
Paper sues power company
CPS
The Great Speckled Bird, an Atlanta 
alternative paper, has taken the giant 
Georgia Power Company to court 
over a disputed electricity shut-off.-
The Bird has claimed that Georgia 
Power shut off its electricity even 
though it had no outstanding bill and 
then made the paper pay a deposit 
and reconnecting charge to rees­
tablish service.
Georgia Power has made a practice 
of turning off electricity without 
notice, often on the basis of mistaken 
bookkeeping, the Bird charged, and 
added that the company had a dis­
criminatory habit of being "viciously 
rapid in turning off service to poor 
consumers.”
The queen bee lays about 2,000 eggs 
a day.
Professional hairstyling 
featuring the newest 
cuts for both 
men and women. 
Specializing in organic 
haircare products.
114 West Front Street 
in the Florence Hotel
75* Pitchers
Friday Afternoon, 2-6 PM 
September 27
•  Beer
•  Pool
•  Foosball
•  Poker
•  Electronic Games
Eight Ball Billiards
3101 Russell
“A Total Entertainment Center”
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DOONESBURY April 9, 1974 by Garry Trudeau
WELL.. IPUNNO,
, SIR ... WITH ALL PUS 
1 RESPECT, I  THINK.
u/e 're  ru n n in g  our 
OF PLACES YOU'RE 
WELCOME 70 SPEAK. -
WELL, check your 
USTA6AIN! ITS CRUCIAL 
7HAT WE MOVE FORWARP IN 
BREAKING THE BACK OF 
MY CREPIBILITY 6AP!
WELL.. HERE'S ONE, 
MR. PRESIDENT- FRITTERS, 
ALABAMA! POPULATION 
1,635. ALL WHITE, 95%
OF WORK FORCE WORKING 
ON GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS!
WHY,
IT 'S PERFECT, FRITTERS, 
SIR  I ALABAMA"?
DOONESBURY M ay 21, 1974 by Garry Trudeau
/V t* W  v PRESIPENT, 
WITH ALL PUE RESPECT, 
SIR, I  WINK YOU'VE 
OUST ABOUT 60NE THE 
LIMIT ON COMPARISONS OF
YOURSELF WITH LINCOLN..
/
x , . HAW, ITS ABOUT
TIME FOR MY WEEKLY 
1 T.V. APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE.
;  CALL PROPS ANP TELL THEM 
° TO BRJN6 OVER SOME MORE 
£ LINCOLN VISUALS-A BUST,
- , \  ETCHINGS, ANYTHING(
IT'S JUST THAT 
I  CANT 6ET
OVER ALL THE rr ic  ■ 
PARALLELS! ^ S I R .
YOU ITIUOULP
THINK SO?.. BE THE
HMM. MAYBE FIFTH 
YOU'RE R/6HT, TIME,SIR..
DOONESBURY July 2, 1974 by Garry Trudeau
DOONESBURY Sept. 2, 1974 by Garry Trudeau
Your life: how private?
W a r ra ntl ess w  i reta ps protect secu r i ty
By David Kuhn
Reprinted with permission from the 
Minneapolis Tribune
Washington, D.C.
Robert Plamondon was charged with 
the dynamiting of a CIA office in Ann 
Arbor, Mich.
Plamondon and two other members 
of the Rainbow People’s Coalition, 
also known as the White Panther 
Party, were charged with conspiracy 
to destroy the office.
During pretrial motions, government 
attorneys admitted overhearing the 
defendants on wiretaps which had 
not been authorized by a court order. 
The prosecutors asserted that no 
warrant was needed because a 1968 
act of Congress authorized warran­
tless wiretaps to protect the national 
security.
Damon Keith, a federal district judge, 
ruled that the wiretaps were installed 
in v io la tio n  o f the  F ourth  
Amendment protection against 
illegal searches and seizures. He 
found that the 1968 law didn't permit 
warrantless wiretaps in purely 
domestic cases, but only when 
foreign elements were present.
The Justice Department took the* 
case to the Supreme Court, which 
upheld the Keith decision in June 
1972 by a vote of 8 to 0.
The government chose to drop the 
prosecution.
Another case involved Arlo Tatum, 
executive secretary of the Central 
Committee for Conscientious Objec­
tors in Philadelphia.
After learning of the widespread 
Army surveillance of political dis­
sidents in early 1970, Tatum and 12 
other groups and individuals whose 
activities were recorded in a com­
puter at Fort Holabird, Md. filed suit' 
against Secretary of Defense Melvin 
Laird.
The plaintiffs included antiwar 
groups, civil rights attorneys and the 
garbage workers union in Memphis, 
Tenn.
Their case never came to trial. In 
June 1972 the Supreme Court 
decided, 5 to 4, that their complaint 
wasn't subject to court jurisdiction.
It wasn’t enough for the plaintiffs to 
show that the system existed, Chief 
Justice Warren Burger wrote for the 
majority. They also had to show a 
"claim of specific present objective 
harm or a threat of specific future 
harm.”
Legal scholars caution that sweep­
ing conclusions shouldn't be 
reached from either of the decisions, 
but taken together they do constitute
the
G O O D  F O O D  S TO R E
Now Open at Our New 
Location at 
118 W. Main
•  Organic Apple 
Sauce
•  Bamboo Tea 
Strainers
•  Green Pea Soup 
Mix
•  Beef and Ham 
Meat Substitutes
•  Selection of 
Granola and 
Granola Ingredients
Reasonable Prices
Free Iced Tea & Coffee 
118 W. Main 
728-5823 
Mon.-Sat. 
9:30-5:30
an important point to remember 
about your right to privacy: Within 
certain limits which aren't clearly 
drawn, your government can legally 
spy on you without telling you.
In general, federal, and some state 
and local, agents may conduct 
surveillance to protect the national 
security or combat crime.
Their judgments as to which in­
dividuals and organizations should 
be watched for those purposes 
sometimes, but not always, must be 
reasonable enough to convince a 
judge to sign a warrant.
In some cases, such as the Army 
surveillance of civilians, no judge is 
required to watch the watchers.
In any event, persons who aren’t 
suspected of a crime or of threaten­
ing the republic may still have their 
utterances or activities recorded 
without their knowledge if they 
happen to have contact, however 
legitimate and innocent with per­
sons or groups under surveillances.
The laws, court decisions and ad­
ministrative regulations governing 
the most common forms of 
surveillance aren’t comprehensive, 
.and their language is subject to 
interpretation and litigation.
The 1968 act cited in the Michigan 
wiretap case is the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act. It 
permits the interception of oral and 
wire communications under three 
circumstances:
•  When a federal agency, acting 
through the attorney general, or a. 
state or local agency acting through 
a prosecuting a t t o r n e y ,  obtains a 
court order after revealing its 
reasons and plans to a judge.
All applications and installations 
must be reported annually to the Ad­
ministrative Office of the U.S. 
Courts, which issues an annual 
statistical report.
Within three months after the ex­
piration of a court order; a suspect 
must be notified that he was 
wiretapped. Judges may make 
transcripts available to the suspect.
•  When the president decides it is 
necessary in the interests of protec­
ting national security. No court 
clearance is required, but the effect 
of the Keith decision is that some 
foreign element must be involved.
• When a person in his private life is 
a party to the communication and is 
acting lawfully, or when he is a party 
to the communication and has 
previously agreed to be an informer 
for law-enforcement officials.
Mail privacy is governed by Postal 
Service regulations.
To open first-class mail, which in­
cludes most personal and business 
correspondence, a court order is re­
quired, But third-class and fourth- 
class matter may be opened without 
a warrant to see if postage re­
quirements are being met.
Moreover, investigators for federal 
agencies may operate a “mail cover" 
if they can get permission from the 
chief postal inspector.
A mail cover involves the recording 
of any data on the outside of an 
envelope or package and an inspec­
tion of any mail other than first-class 
matter. It is supposed to be neces­
sary for protecting the national 
security, locating a fugitive or ob­
taining evidence of a crome or 
attempted crime.
Other kinds of physical surveillance 
which don't actually trespass on an 
individual's home or office—such as 
cameras, or sensitive long-distance 
microphones—are legal whether 
conducted by government or private 
parties.
The effectiveness of the court- 
ordered variety of e lectronic 
surveillance has been questioned, 
most notably by Herman Schwartz, a 
law professor at the State University 
of New York at Buffalo.
The annual statistical reports show 
that about 2,700 installations have 
been authorized since 1968, with an 
unknown number of devices per 
installation, and that about 120,000 
persons have been overheard in 
about 1.35 million conversations.
The reports also show that almost all
9 Major's
®>Se”
"Hairstyling for 
Men and W om en”
2611 & 2613 Brooks
On the “93" Strip 
"Across from the Heidelhaus”
—Welcomes—
U of M Students Back
W e Have Added A  Beauty Shop Since Last Spring.
Sandi Ruff & Lynn Jensen are 
On Duty to Attend to Your Beauty Needs.
Donnie, Dave, Kathi, Cindy & Maggie 
In the Men’s Shop to Take Care of Your 
Styling Needs.
“IMAGE & O’ROURKE PRODUCTS”
BEAUTY SHOP
2611 Brooks 
543-8237
BARBER SHOP
2613 Brooks 
728-7260
CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS
the federal use of warranted tapping 
and bugging, and about half of the 
state use, is for gambling inves­
tigations.
That has occurred “despite the 
original claims that it was necessary 
primarily for serious crimes such as 
homicide, kidnapping and es­
pionage,” Schwartz said in a report 
for the American Civil Liberties 
Union.
On the other hand, Sen. John L. 
McClellan, D-Ark., chief sponsor of 
the 1968 act, has said the reports 
prove that wiretapping “ is playing a 
key role in the war against crime.”
. The percentage of phone calls sub­
ject to court-ordered surveillance is 
"less than .0000039 percent," he told 
the Senate earlier tyiis year. “The 
privacy of the average citizen, in 
short, is not threatened ..
(Most of the state wiretapping has 
occurred in New York and New 
Jersey. Minnesota officials have 
reported six installations since 1970.
One 1972 federal wiretap was 
reported in Minnesota, for a gam­
bling and conspiracy investigation.)
The extent and effectiveness of 
national security surveillance, for 
which warrants aren't required, is un­
clear. The Nixon administration has 
put the figure at about 100 wiretaps 
annually. Schwartz estimates that 
these taps record large numbers of 
persons and conversations, because 
they are usually maintained for 
several months and frequently are on 
the phones of organizations, not in­
dividuals.
Even less is known about the use of 
wired informers, under the consent 
provision of the 1968 act. “All we 
know is that it is enormously used” 
and is probably the most common
method of eavesdropping, Schwartz 
said in a telephone interview.
The use of consensual informers 
without a court warrant has caused 
at least one federal judge to voice 
alarm. Judge Gerhard A. Gesell of 
the District of Columbia declared in 
July, "Whatever incidental good 
flows from this invasion of privacy is 
subm erged by the  g ro w in g  
appearances of police surveillance 
so typical of totalitarian states.”
Fifth graders 
have rights
CPS/FPS
School principals in Davenport, Iowa 
became alarmed last year at an 
article in the magazine Scholastic 
Young Citizen because it told its fifth 
grade readers that they have 
constitutional rights.
The article “Have You Got Rights” 
told students “You can wear your 
hair as long as you wish and how you 
wish if it isn't a danger to your health 
and safety or the health and safety of 
others. Suppose because of your 
own religious or personal beliefs you 
do not believe in (flag) salutes. You 
do not need to take part. You may sit 
quietly or be allowed to leave the 
room during the pledge.”
It also described student's rights to 
freedom of press, assembly, and 
petition, and told students that 
before they are punished they have a 
right to know what they’ve done 
wrong.
Carl Dresselhaus, local director of 
elementary education, said that fifth 
grade students are not mature 
enough to receive such information, 
explaining "You’ve got to watch what 
is given these youngsters.”
Be a winner
with POMPS! Enter now...
Pomps Pre-Cut Tissues. Always first choice for winning home­
coming floats. Now you can win more with Pomps! Our nationwide 
float contest is ready for kick off. Your group's float could win:
G RAND PRIZE  
1ST PRIZE  
2ND PRIZE  
3RD PRIZE
$250.00 IN CASH
$100.00 IN CASH
1 f i f l  EREE packages of Pomps 
I U U  Pre-Cut Tissues
50 FREE packages of Pomps Pre-Cut Tissues
Your college bookstore should have contest rules and entry forms 
for the Big Pomps Float Contest. Ask at the Pomps display. If 
your store has run out. write us direct for all the information.
Your first choice is POMPS 
for a homecoming winner!
THE CRYSTAL TISSUE CO., MIDDLETOWN, OHIO 45042
Officer says Kent State shooting ordered
CPS
As the long awaited criminal trial of 
several Ohio National Guardsmen 
indicted for the 1970 shootings at 
Kent State University approaches, 
their commanding officer has con­
firmed earlier reports that one of the 
indicted men actually gave an order 
to fire. Until now, National Guard of­
ficials have consistently maintained 
that no order to fire had been given.
Lt. Col. Charles Fassinger made the 
disclosure in a sworn deposition filed 
recently in a civil case in which he 
and more than 50 other persons are 
being sued for their roles in the Kent 
incident which left four students 
dead and nine wounded. Fassinger, 
who was the highest uniformed of­
ficer on the scene of the shootings, 
testified that an order to fire had been 
given by Matthew McManus.
It was not clear from Fassinger's 
deposition whether McManus gave 
the order before or after the shooting 
began or whether McManus told the 
troops to fire at or over the students.
A Justice department summary of an 
8,000-page FBI report on the 
shootings corroborated Fassinger’s
story, but said, "Sgt. McManus stated 
that after the firing began, he gave an 
order to ‘fire over their heads.' ”, The 
Justice Department summary states, 
"There was no initial order to fire.”
A source close to the case, however, 
emphasized that the summary was 
only of information uncovered in the 
months immediately following the 
shooting and is by no means the final 
word on the matter. It is expected 
that the question of an order to fire 
will be more closely pursued as ad­
ditional witnesses are interviewed 
and during subsequent court 
proceedings.
McManus is one of eight former 
guardsmen indicted by the federal 
grand jury which investigated the 
shootings last winter (after then-At- 
torney General Elliot Richardson 
overruled the decisions of his 
predecessors John Mitchell and 
Richard Kleindienst forbidding such 
a grand ju ry investigation). 
McManus himself has taken the Fifth 
Amendment in response to ques­
tions about the shooting.
The criminal trial of McManus and 
the seven other indicted guardsmen
is scheduled to open in Cleveland in 
mid-October. The grand jury that in­
dicted them has not been dis­
charged, and it is possible, although 
unlikely, that there could be more in­
dictments as more information about 
the shootings emerges.
Meanwhile, independently of the 
criminal cases, the civil cases are 
also proceeding. The civil cases are 
brought under the federal civil rights 
laws, which provide money damages 
for persons deprived of their 
constitutional rights under color of 
law.
All nine of the injured students, plus 
the parents of the four students killed 
at Kent, have such cases pending. 
The cases have been consolidated 
and will be tried in federal court in 
Cleveland in April 1975. The lengthy 
process of pre-trial discovery is now 
going on, and it was in the course of 
this discovery process that Fassinger 
disclosed his knowledge about 
McManus' order.
The discovery process had been 
interrupted in 1970 when a federal 
judge dismissed the civil cases. In 
April of this year, however, that dis­
missal was overturned by the U.S. 
Supreme Court.
The most significant feature of the 
civil cases is that they hame as defen­
dants not only the enlisted personnel 
who fired their weapons into the 
students on May 4, but also the 
Natinal Guard commanders and of­
ficials who were responsible for plac­
ing the troops in the situation with 
loaded weapons and under orders to 
disperse peaceful assemblies.
One of the civil defendants is 
Sylvester Del Corso, a war hero and 
former prison warden who became 
Ohio’s Adjutant General in 1968. It 
was Del Corso who implemented the 
extraordinary policy of sending Ohio 
guardsmen into routine civil dis­
turbance duty with live ammunition 
loaded in theirweapons—contrary to 
regular Army practice—and under 
permissive rules regarding the use of 
firepower.
Prior to the 1970 shootings, Del 
Corso had urged Ohio guardsmen to 
write letters in support of the war, 
and had publicly stated his belief that 
Communist conspirators were 
behind the campus protest 
movement.
Another of the civil defendants is 
James Rhodes, who was governor of 
Ohio in 1970, and who had appointed 
Del Corso. Late in 1969 and in 1970, 
Rhodes had made public vows tb end 
disruptions on Ohio campuses. Dur­
ing Rhodes' administration the Ohio 
National Guard saw more duty in 
civil disorders than the National 
Guard of any other state in the union.
On the day before the Kent 
shootings, Rhodes had held a press 
conference in the city, denouncing 
the groups whom he presumed res­
ponsible for the disorder and vowing 
to “drive them out of Kent.
A former guardsman who was in 
charge of the Guard’s press relations 
at Kent State has testified in his 
deposition in the civil cases that at a 
closed meeting proceeding his press 
conference Rhodes had given orders 
that the Guard should disperse even 
peaceful assemblies on the campus.
Rhodes is currently out of office, but 
he is running as the Republican can­
didate for governor of Ohio again 
this fall.
Ours is the bank that leans in your direction. 
We o ffe r the services of £4 Hour Teller 
to  any student who opens a checkup account 
w ith  us. We figure tha t if  we 
lean a lit t le  in your direction now, 
you'll respond by continuing to bank with us 
throughout your college career... and after.
Western Montana National Bank
Group to restrict cult influenceHealth service begins 
cardiovascular screening
The University of Montana Health 
Service will begin another mass 
screening program for cardiovas­
cular disease in November and con­
tinue it through next May, Dr. Robert 
Curry, Student Health Service direc­
tor, said yesterday.
The upcoming program is a con­
tinuation of the testing which was 
begun Spring Quarter and carried on 
throughout the summer, Curry said.
During the summer screening, one- 
fourth of the UM faculty, staff, and 
students tested for symptoms of 
cardiovascular disease were found 
to have "above normal” amounts of 
cholesterol and blood fats in their 
systems, according to Dr. John 
Bruckner, a Health Service physician 
and coordinator of the screening 
program.
Bruckner said 25 percent or ap­
proximately 39 of the 156 people 
tested had “abnormal quantities” of 
blood fats and cholesterol in their 
systems and were counseled to 
change their diets to reduce the risk 
of becoming cardiovascular disease 
victims. Approximately 80 per cent of 
those 39 people were overweight, he 
added.
Bruckner said only nine of those 
treated were found to have high 
blood pressure, another cardiovas­
cular disease danger sign. All nine 
were faculty and staff members.
He said cardiovascular disease could 
be avoided if the symptoms are 
detected early through testing, and 
measures are taken to reduce the risk 
of a patient suffering a heart attack or 
stroke.
Clark resigns, 
Steffens named 
business manager
John Steffens, graduate in interdis­
ciplinary studies, has been tem­
porarily appointed Montana Kaimin 
business manager by Publications 
Board until a permanent ap­
pointment is made.
Applications are now being accepted 
for the business manager position.
Steffens’ replaces Dave Clark, 
former Kaimin business manager 
who resigned Aug. 15.
Clark pleaded guilty to four 
misdemeanor charges of making 
false statements to obtain unem­
ployment compensation while work­
ing for the Kaimin. Clark was fined 
$50 on Sept. 10 and sentencing was 
deferred for three months by Judge 
J. G. (Bud) Lamareaux.
goings on
•  Sugarbears tryouts Oct. 20 at *2 
p.m. in the Harry Adams fieldhouse. 
All frosh girls invited Jo try out. 
Anyone with questions can see the 
Sugarbears today at the Activity Fair 
in the Oval.
•  Women’s Resource Center 
programs, Thursday, 1 to 5 p.m. open 
house and film, 7:30 p.m. College: 
What the Hell For.” Panel discussion 
in UC Ballroom.
• Friday, 10 a.m., “Human Sexuality" 
film and discussion, UC Montana 
Rooms.
• Office of Admissions and Records 
in the Lodge, formerly known 
separately as the Registrar’s office 
and Office of Admissions, has a new 
telephone number, 243-5771.
Women 9s a rule suffer from 
seasickness more often than men. 
Young children and old people 
possess comparative immunity from 
this affection.
Bruckner said smoking is as high a 
cardiovascular disease risk factor as 
is cholesterol levels. “They both 
double your chances of having a 
heart attack,” he said. "If you smoke 
and have another high-risk factor 
(such as a high cholesterol level), 
then your chances of having a heart 
attack are increased eight times."
The University of Montana Center for 
Continuing Education and Summer 
Programs and the UM Department of 
Art will offer a three-credit extension 
course in sculpture when classes 
resume this fall at UM, according to 
Robert Katz, course instructor.
Classes in Art 235, Sculpture, will be 
from 7-10 p.m. Tuesday and Thurs­
day throughout the quarter in the UM 
Art Annex. Cost of enrolling in the 
three-credit course is $63 plus a 
laboratory fee. Katz said anyone 
interested in sculpture is welcome to
CPS
Thirty persons, most of them parents 
of members of religious cults 
throughout the U.S., met over the 
Labor Day weekend in Denver, Colo. 
*0  found a national organization 
aimed at restricting the influence of 
religious cults on young people.
The group, which calls itself the 
Citizens Freedom Foundation (CFF),
sign up. Registration for the course 
will be from 7-10 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 
1, in the Art Annex.
Katz said the course is open to both 
b e g in n in g  and exp e rien ced  
sculptors.
Technical principles and aesthetic 
descriptions in the sculptural 
process will be included in the 
course. Katz said instruction will be 
given in welding, carving and cas­
ting. Slide presentations and dis­
cussions will be part of class ac­
tivities, he said.
planned to encourage young people 
who have left cults such as the 
Children of God, Hare Krishna, 
Divine Light Mission, and various 
Jesus groups to speak on high 
school and college campuses.
Elias Thomas, a spokesman for the 
organization, claimed there are 
about 1,500 cults in North America, 
but “most of them aren’t religious at 
all. If they were religious they 
wouldn't teach the kids to run away 
and hate parents and the society and 
the government.”
“These groups try to use the First 
Amendment to hide behind, but the 
First Amendment is in no way 
connected to this,” he added.
CFF alsp advocated changes in the 
law that would require investigation 
of any groups applying for non-profit 
status, primarily because of the 
widespread demand by cults that 
members donate all personal assets. 
“The kids who join give all their 
money to the organizations and 
come out with nothing,” Thomas 
declared.
Thomas and many of the other 
parents at the meeting were one-time
e m p lo y e rs  o f re lig io u s  
deprogrammer Ted Patrick, who 
specializes in abducting and isolat­
ing cult members while he gives 
them days-long saturation courses 
in what he calls “the truth.” Coin­
cidentally, it is the Thomas case that 
has given Patrick the most trouble. 
Patrick abducted Elias Thomas' 
daughter Dena and one of her friends 
for a week last summer after Thomas 
claimed that his daughter was under 
the control of the devil. After her 
release, Dena filed charges against 
Patrick and her parents.
Found guilty of a misdemeanor, 
Patrick was sentenced to jail, but the 
sentence has been held in abeyance 
while the case is appealed. Although 
he was in Denver at the time, Patrick 
did not attend the CFF meeting 
because of his legal situation.
Fingers and thumb sucking, ac­
cording to baby specialists, has 
many evil effects: it tends to spoil the 
natural arch of the mouth, causing 
the profusion of the upper jaw; it in­
duces a constant flow of saliva; and 
the hands being very often dirty, may 
readily carry disease germs to the 
child’s mouth.
E N T E R
W/PRGM RUN
These are your keys to 
unprecedented calculating power.
Only Hewlett-Packard offers them.
W e invite you to experience them  on 
Hew lett-Packard’s scientific and business 
pocket calculators.
Com e see for yourself how the EN TER ?  
key lets you “speak” with total consistency  
to Hew lett-Packard’s three  scientific  
calculators.
Com e see for yourself how their 
W /P R G M -R U N  switch lets you w rite and 
execute programs up to 100 steps long 
without knowing a special language on the  
world’s only fully program mable pocket 
calculator.
Com e see for yourself how the  "n’,’ “i” 
“P M T ’“PV” and “FV” keys on H ew lett- 
Packard’s pocket business calculators  
replace all thecom pound interest, discount, 
bond and annuity tables com monly in use.
H ere ’s a thumbnail sketch of the  
Hew lett-Packard pocket calculators we  
offer.
H P-35. The original scientific “electronic  
slide rule” Pre-programmed to handle 22  
functions. Has one Addressable M em ory  
Register. Costs $225.
H P -45. The most powerful pre-program­
med scientific pocket calculator made. 
Handles 4 4  functions. Has nine Address­
able M em ory Registers. Costs $325.
H P-65. Hew lett-Packard’s “small 
m iracle’.’ The  world’s only fully program­
m able pocket calculator. Also prepro­
grammed to handle 51 calculating functions. 
Costs $795.
HP-70. The sim plified powerhouse in 
pocket business calculators. Handles  
dozens of business-math problems.
Costs $275.
H P-80. The most powerful pocket 
calculator available to businessmen. Pre­
programmed to handle 36  financial 
functions. Costs $395.
If you’re looking for unprecedented  
calculating power for your money, by all 
means see and test these machines. Com e  
on in. And bring a stubborn problem.
Associated Students’ Store
University of M ontana
M-F, 8-5 P.M.; Sat., 9-2 
We Honor Mastercharge
Extension course in sculpture 
offered at UM Fall Quarter
entertainm ent
week features fair
Campus Recreation plans 
orientation week activities
Orientation
A kissing booth, car bash, miniature 
golf and pie throwing booth are ex­
amples of the entertainment 
scheduled for the University's first 
Activity Fair from 4 to 7 p.m. today in 
the Oval.
Don McCammon, sophomore in 
political science and Activity Fair 
committee co-chairman, said more 
than 30 UM organizations are 
participating in the Activity Fair.
The Activity Fair will give campus 
organizations a chance to familiarize 
freshmen and other students with the 
organizations and their activities.
The Activity Fair idea was adopted 
from the University of Colorado in 
Fort Collins where it proved very 
successful, McCammon said.
The Activity Fair replaces the 
"Beanie Bounce" held in past years 
for freshmen students during Orien­
tation week. The Activity Fair’s 
casino-type atmosphere will give 
students the chance to meet on an in­
formal basis. Approximatley 3,300 
students are expected to attend.
Other activities at the fair include a 
barbecue beginning at 5 p.m. the 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
circus, a UM Fencing club 
demonstration, and the Silver Tip 
Sky Divers will make a jump between 
4 and 6 p.m. in the Oval.
The barbecue w ill in c lu d e  
charbroiled hamburgers, baked 
beans, salads, fruit punch, and 
brownies and fruit for dessert. The 
barbecue will cost $1.65 per student 
and will last from 5 to 6:50 p.m. today 
in the Oval. Students with meal 
passes may use those for admission 
to the barbecue.
Program Council will provide silent 
movies and live "honky tonk” piano 
music beginning at 7:30 p.m.
McCammon said that if the weather 
is bad the Activity Fair will be held in 
the University Center Ballroom.
Among the activities planned by 
participating organizations in the fair 
are miniature golf, football throwing 
accuracy contest, horse shoes and 
foosball by Sigma Kappa and Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, a slide show, dart 
throwing and a shooting gallery by 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, bingo by Delta 
Gamma, a beadwork booth by Black
Orientation Week operating hours 
for facilities in the University Center 
were announced by Ray Chapman, 
UC director.
Hours of the respective facilities are:
• Bookstore—8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
today, tomorrow, and Friday, and 
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday.
•  Food Service—Copper Commons, 
8 a.m. to midnight through Saturday, 
and 8:30 a.m.-midnight, Sunday. 
Gold Oak room, 10 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Studies, kissing booth and dart 
throwing by the Angel Flight club, a 
car bash by Theta Ch^ and Delta 
GKAMMA? A DUNKING MACHINE 
BY Debate and Oratory club, pie 
throwing by Kappa Alpha Theta, a 
free raffle by Phil Selta Theta and a 
roulette wheel by Bear Paws, the 
men's sophomore honorary.
The Sugar Bears will provide a 
basketball free throw contest and the 
Sigma Nu's are planning a Blackjack 
game.
Other organizations participating 
with slide shows and literature 
concerning their club are Latter-day 
Saints Student Association, Pre-Med 
Club, Newman Center, Kappa Kappa 
Gamma, Student Actin Center,
Mortar Board, Spurs, Inter-Varsity 
Christian Fellowship, Program 
Council, Campus Recreation, 
Student Environmental Research 
Center, Veterans Club, Marshall Ski 
Area, Panhellenic, Council, Sigma 
Tau Gamma, Student Education As­
sociation, Silver Tip Sky Divers, and 
the UM Fencing Club.
McCammon said Central Board, 
UM’s student governing body, 
allocated $200 Spring Quarter for the 
fair. The allocation will pay for 
equipment to set up booths for the 
fair, but individual organizations will 
be responsible for their own ex­
penses, McCammon said. The 
Student Affairs Office will also help 
pay any expenses incurred by the 
Activity Fair, he said.
Music to be performed during the up­
coming season will include the 
Beethoven Violin Concerto, “Pic­
tures at an Exhibition" by Mus- 
sorgsky-Ravel, the New World 
Symphony by Dvorak, and the 
Beethoven 9th Symphony.
James elected
Richard James, professor and 
chairman of the University of Mon­
tana Department of Drama, has been 
reelected to a third term as 
comptroller of the National As­
sociation of Schools of Theater, the 
national professional association 
which accredits college and 
university theater programs 
throughout the country.
James, who joined the UM faculty as 
an instructor in 1959, became drama 
department chairman in 1969. He is a 
member of the Finance Committee of 
the American Theater Association 
and a member of the^board of the 
R o cky  M o u n ta in  T h e a te r  
Conference.
From 1969-73, James was managing 
director of the Montana Repertory 
Theater, and is chairman of the ex­
ecutive board of the Repertory 
Theater.
The Treasury Department says that if 
a person has three-fifths of a bill it 
can be redeemed for full value. If he 
has less than three-fifths, but more 
than two-fifths, it will be redeemed 
for one-half value.
The U n ive rs ity  o f M ontana 
Department of Campus Recreation 
has several activities scheduled dur­
ing Orientation Week at the 
University.
As part of today's Activity Fair in the 
UM Oval, the Campus Recreation 
department will have an outdoor 
recreation display, and will sponsor 
volleyball games, and frisbee and 
football accuracy throwing contests.
From 9 a.m.-5 p.m. tomorrow, Friday 
and Saturday, softball will be played 
at *the Clover Bowl, and volleyball 
behind the Women’s Center and on 
the University Center Tennis courts.
One-day rating trips through the 
Hole-in-the-Wall Canyon on the
African exhibit 
at Center Gallery
An exhibit of 30 pieces of African 
sculpture will be on display at the 
University Center Gallery until Oct. 
4.
The show, which opened Monday, 
represents the craftsmanship of art- 
producing tribes of West Africa. The 
collection is on loan from the SEGY 
Gallery of New York and includes 
masks, statues, and utensils 
produced in wood, ivory and brass.
Gallery hours for the showing are 9 
a.m.-3 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 
7 a.m.-9 p.m. Sunday-Thursday".
Intramural sports
Rosters for several Fall Quarter in­
tramural sports are due at the Cam­
pus Recreation department office in 
Women's Center 109 by Oct. 4.,
Rosters due are for men’s touch foot­
ball and volleyball, women’s flag 
football and volleyball, and 
corecreational touch football and 
volleyball.
Other sports open to men Fall 
Quarter include three-man basket­
ball, five-man basketball, table ten­
nis, nine ball (a billiards game), 
turkey race (a cross country race), 
wrist wrestling and racquetball.
Women’s sports include table tennis, 
nine ball, racquetball, turkey race, 
swimming, wrist wrestling and 
basketball.
Corecreational sports include 
bowling, chess, and basketball.
Rosters may be obtained from and 
returned to the Campus Recreation 
office. A refundable deposit of ten 
dollars is required from all teams.
There used to be an unwritten rule of 
letter-writing etiquette to the effect 
that it was contrary to good taste to 
use the personal pronoun ‘T  as the 
first word of a letter.
Clark’s Fork River on Friday and 
Saturday are limited to 25 persons 
per trip.
Campus Recreation Orientation ac­
tivities conclude Sunday with a day 
hike to Squaw Peak. Participation is 
limited to 15 persons.
Recreational fac ilities in the 
Recreation Annex of the Harry 
Adams Field House will be open from 
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. through Friday. The 
Annex will be closed this weekend 
and will begin normal Fall Quarter 
hours Monday (8 a.m.-11 p.m. week­
days, 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Saturdays, and 
noon-8 p.m. Sundays).
Facilities are available in the annex 
for racquetball, handball, basketball, 
volleyball, badminton, gymnastics, 
judo, karate, jogging, weightlifting, 
and exe rc ise  c o n d it io n in g . 
University of Montana student iden­
tification cards will not be required 
for admittance to the annex until next 
Monday, but will be required for 
checking out equipment at all times.
Recreation at the University Center 
include bowling, billiards, table ten­
nis, foosball, and game machines.
G olf‘ is available at the University 
Golf Couse on South Avenue, and 
swimming is available at Grizzly 
Pool.
Evaluation form 
to be distributed 
by student office
An evaluation form concerning the 
University of Montana admissions 
and records office, business office, 
financial aids, faculty advisors and 
fall orientation will be distributed 
next Wednesday.
Mike Halligan, student affairs as­
sistant in charge of the evaluation, 
said the evaluation form will give 
students the chance to construc­
tively criticize the campus offices 
and procedures they have had 
problems with.
Halligan said the questions on the 
evaluation were written by the 
respective offices. Halligan said it is 
important for students to give 
positive comments along with their 
negative comments so the offices 
concerned can build their strong 
points and become aware of 
criticisms.
Halligan said students are not ex­
pected to complete the entire form, 
but only answer questions that apply 
to them.
He said the results of the evaluation 
will be given to the offices involved 
and he hopes actions will be taken so 
results can be seen within a year.,
Evaluation forms will be distributed 
at the Copper Commons, the 
University Center mall, Liberal Arts 
building and from resident assistants 
in the dorms.
Orientation hours established
African Sculpture
On Loan From  
Segy G allery  
of New  York
U C Gallery
Septem ber 23— O ctober 4
9-3 Weekdays
7-9 Evenings (Sunday-Thursday)
Orchestra and chorale 
auditions this week
The Missoula Civic Symphony 
Orchestra and Chorale will hold 
auditions this week for interested 
musicians and singers.
Eugene Andrie, University of Mon­
tana music professor and orchestra 
director, said the orchestra is made 
up of approximately 90 musicians 
who come from as far away as 
Hamilton and Ronan to rehearse 
once a week.
“The group is comprised of a profes­
sional core, dedicated amateurs and 
students who are drawn together by 
a mutual love of music,” Andrie said. 
"The chorale has grown by leaps and 
bounds and is now a resonant choir 
of 100 mixed voices."
Interested musicians may call Andrie 
for auditions at 243-2591. Prospec­
tive chorale members may call UM 
music Prof. George Lewis, chorale 
director, 243-4471.
O rchestra  rehearsa ls  begin 
tomorrow evening at 7:30 in Room 1 
of the UM music building. Auditions 
will be held after the rehearsal. The 
chorale group will hold auditions 
tomorrow evening from 7:30 to 9:30 
in Room 106 of the music building.
through Friday, and Sunday buffet 
dinner, 5-7 p.m.
•  Recreation Center—noon-mid­
night today; 9 a.m .-m idnight 
tomorrow and Friday, and noon to 
midnight Saturday and Sunday.
•  Post office—9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
through Friday.
• Information desk—8 a.m. to mid­
night through Friday.
All UC offices are open from 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. through Friday.
o
EDDIES CLUB 
Poker Room 
Lowest Rake in Town
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v No 2:00 A.M. Closing if G am e in Process. 
Afternoon Gam es by A rrangem ent
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We have spared no expense in completely 
remodeling the back of EDDIE’S Club to bring 
you the very best Poker Playing conditions 
in Missoula
*«>/•
428 No. Higgins
(Use Rear Entrance After 2:00 A.M.) 
728-9664
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THE MISSION MOUNTAIN WOODBAND will play at the “Back-To-lt No. 1” 
kegger and Sky Fair, sponsored by the ASUM Program Council.
Ray Charles concert 
in Field House Oct. 4
ASUM kegger and sky fa ir  
on M ille r Creek Saturday
Ray Charles, well-known rhythm and 
blues pianist, will appear in concert 
October 4 in the Harry Adams Field 
House at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the concert are $2.50 and 
$3 for UM students and $3 and $4 for 
the public and they may be 
purchased at the Missoula Mercan­
tile, Team Electronics, Yer Earth 
Music in Hamilton, Javees in 
Kallspell and the University Center 
ticket office.
Blinded at the age of six from what
Foresters plan 
December ball
The 58th Annual Foresters Ball will 
be Dec. 6-7 in the University of Mon­
tana Men’s Gym. The ball is a - 
scholarship and loan fund-raising 
event sponsored by the UM Forestry 
Students Association. Foresters 
Week, held in conjunction with the 
ball, will be Dec. 1-7.
Ball logistics chairman Kenneth 
Winterberger, junior in forestry, said 
that the loans are interest free, and 
the scholarships range in value from 
$50 to $200.
Jazz Workshop 
auditions this week
Auditions for the University of Mon­
tana Jazz Workshop will be held 
through Friday in Room 2 of the UM 
Music Building. Lance Boyd, instruc­
tor of music and director of the 
workshop, said that all interested 
students are encouraged to sign up.
Boyd said that the jazz group or 
groups formed after the auditions 
will play at Expo 74 in Spokane, 
Wash., Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 
19-20.
WELCOME
We have many 
privately owned 
mobile homes that 
will meet your 
housing needs. 
Various locations 
in and around 
Missoula.
Hoping You Have  
A Good Year 
National Mobile 
Home Brokers
818 Burlington 543-8323
doctors now say was a type of 
glaucoma, Ray Charles refused to let 
his handicap limit him.
An accomplished musician, Charles 
taught himself to play and write for 
every brass and wind instrument in 
an orchestra, specializing in piano, 
organ and saxaphone.
"Ray Charles is the only genius in our 
busihess,” states singer-actor Frank 
Sinatra.
"I try to bring out my soul so people 
can understand what I am. I want 
people to feel my soul. . . . Soul is 
when you can take a song and make 
it part of you, a part that’s so true, so 
real, people think it must have 
. happened to you," Charles said.
Eight thousand gallons of beer, two 
live bands, a folk singer and more 
than 15 hang gliders, kites and a 
helium balloon will set the stage for 
the Back-To-lt No. 1 Kegger and Sky 
Fair at the KO rodeo grounds Satur­
day afternoon.
Admission to the ASUM Program 
Council event will be $4 for UM 
students with ID’s and $5 for general 
admission. The beer distribution 
begins at 1 p.m. and the music begins 
at 2.
The bands participating will include 
the Mission Mountain Wood Band, 
the Butts Band and folk singer David 
Pomeranz.
Focusing on their blue grass sound, 
the Mission Mountain Wood Band 
has played at top night spots in 
several of the nation’s larger cities. 
They have played in a number of 
concerts across the nation and were 
included in one of Roger Mudd's
The Utah Symphony will perform 
October 11 in the University Theatre 
at 8 p.m. as part of UM's Homecom­
ing activities.
The 85 m em ber o rch e s tra , 
internationally recognized, serves as 
a regional orchestra for the 
Intermountain West.
In addition to its scheduled seasons 
in Salt Lake City and Ogden, the 
orchestra plays some 70 school 
concerts throughout 'the state of 
Utah and tours all of the western 
states playing to adult and student 
audiences.
The Utah Symphony is also the of­
ficial Orchestra for Ballet West 
and the University of Utah Opera 
Company.
The Utah Symphony is one of the few 
orchestras in the country which is a 
local product. Only 15 of its 85 
musicians came from outside Utah.
Concerts throughout the Intermoun-
Speciafs on the CBS television 
network.
Steve Riddle, the band’s leader, sings 
lead and harmony and is from Libby. 
Rob Quist, from Cut Bank, combines 
his talents ,on the banjo, electric 
guitar, flute, and mouth harp. Greg 
Reichberg of Billings is the drummer 
and percussionist, Richard Johnson, 
of Oreville, Calif., plays lead guitar, 
mandolin and sings. Lead vocalist 
Terry Robinson plays acoustic 
guitar, six and 12 string, and is from 
Hinsdale, III.
The Butts Band is a six piece group 
consisting of Robbie Kreiger and 
John Densmore, former guitarist and 
drummer, respectively, of the Doors, 
one of the more popular rock groups 
of the last ten years. Lead guitarist 
Kreiger wrote many of the Doors’ 
popular songs including ‘Back Door 
Man’ and Touch Me’. Other 
members of the group include
tain area have been made possible in 
part through grants from the 
National Endowment for the Arts and 
through local sponsors.
Maestra Abravanel has been musical 
director and conductor of the Utah 
Symphony since 1947 and Ardean 
Watts is associate conductor.
Tickets for the performance are 
$3.50 and $4.50 and may be 
purchased from the University 
Center Ticket office, Team Elec- 
tornics and the Mercantile.
The concert is sponsored by ASUM 
Program Council.
Michael Stull, singer and guitar 
player; Alex Richman, keyboard 
player and singer with an album on 
Capital records’ Karl ‘Slick’ Rucker 
on bass and drummer Mike 
Berkowitz who has played for the 
Jackson Five and Helen Reddy. The 
group is now recording their second 
album for Blue Thumb records.
David Pomeranz has recorded two 
albums on Decca Records. He sings, 
plays the piano and guitar.
The Sky Fair will take place over the 
rodeo grounds during the kegger. 
Along with a sky full of hang gliders, 
kites and a helium balloon, Jim 
Lewis, from KLYT radio and 
president of the Silver Tip Sky 
Divers, will jump from the balloon 
while broadcasting via a wireless 
microphone while descending at 
5 p.m. Saturday afternoon.
Local enthusiasts and members of 
the Missoula Hang Gliding As­
sociation will provide demon­
strations.
Loggins at 
homecoming
Dave Loggins, whose recent hit song 
“Please Come to Boston” has sold 
over a million copies, will present a 
concert in the Harry Adams Field 
House Oct. 12 as part of the 
University of Montana’s Homecom­
ing activities.
Loggins has written such hit songs 
as “Sailing the Wind” made popular 
by his cousin Ken Loggins and Jim 
Messina. He also wrote “Pieces of 
April” which was sung by the Three 
Dog Night.
Details on the concert will be 
available at a later date.
CENTER COURSES 
University of Montana
Astrology 
Badminton 
Ballroom Dancing 
Bicycle Touring 
Bowling
Canvas ... Embroidery 
Classical Chinese Arts 
Creative Stitchery 
Dog Obedience 
Folk Dancing 
Guitar
Jewelry Fabrication’ 
Jogging/W eight Control 
Judo (Beg. & Adv.) 
Karate (Beg. & Adv.) 
Knitting (Beg. & Adv.) 
Kung Fu 
Macrame
Photography (Beg.) 
Photography (Inter.)
Photography Seminar 
Table Tennis 
Tai Chi Chuan 
Tap Dancing 
Upholstery 
Weaving
Writing Workshop 
FREE SEMINARS  
Horizon of Madness 
Yoga
Tom McBride 
Silent Western Films 
UM President Bowers 
More Silent Films |  
Dr. Cynthia Schuster 
Art Films
SPECIAL EVENTS  
Outdoor Barbecue 
Art Fairs 
Wine Tasting
September 30 - October 11
Registration will be held from 9 a m. to 9 p.m. SeptemberSO^ 
October 11 at the University Center Information Desk.
Registrants decided on a “first pay" basis. Enrollment is 
limited. Students must bring fee receipts to class. The DROP  
DEADLINE for all classes is October 18. A two dollar 
registration fee (included in cost) is non-refundable. These 
non-credit fields of study are open to the entire community 
of Missoula. Call 243-4103 for further information.
THE FUN STARTS TODAY!
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME 
SOMEONE GAVE YOU A HICKEY?
at COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES. Pi
PLUS A NOSTALGIC LOOK AT ROCK ’N ROLL.
A Full-L ength  F e a tu re  Film  
R e -c re a tio n  of th e  S O 'sl
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents 
A METROMEDIA PRODUCERS CORPORATION PRODUCTION
T F T  TkwV
Good Times roll
t starring
■■HRV/LITTLB RICHARD 
MT* OOMINO/CHURRV CHICKIR 
RO DIDDLKY/S SATINS 
TMS SHIRBLLBS/THB COASTBRS 
DANNY AND THB JUNIORS 
a n d  S p a c l a l  G u e s t  S t a r
,------BILL HALBV___,
|ANP THB COIBBTsI
Ei«ui»e fttfcctr CHARLES FRIES" GERALD I. ISENBERG '
Proauc,ion
Open at 6:15 p.m. 
"Good Tim es” at 6:30 /  9:50 
“Flatbush” at 8:15 only
The Beautiful
ROXY
543-7341
Utah Symphony here Oct. 11
Credit unionCross country team 
competes Saturday
The University of Montana cross­
country team begins its 1974 season 
Saturday at the Whitworth College 
Invitational cross-country meet in 
Spokane, Wash.
The meet usually has many regional 
collegiate cross-country teams 
competing.
UM coach Harley Lewis said, “ It's too 
early In the season for us to show 
well against teams which have been 
training for a longer period of time 
than us. I am taking all 14 members of 
our squad because we haven't been 
together long enough to sort out a 
10-man team.”
The team has only been in practice 
together for one week, during an an­
nual retreat to UM's Lubrecht Ex­
perimental Forest. Each fall, with 
Lewis’ wife Mary Lou doing the 
cooking, the UM team begins train­
ing with a week of mountain running 
and an assortment of outdoor 
recreational activities.
Lewis thinks that the Grizzly team 
will be much stronger in 1974. “We 
have talent and depth, but it scares 
me how young they are," Lewis said. 
“We may be a year away from having 
a good team."
University of Montana students will 
no longer be able to purchase 
reduced rate individual game tickets 
for sports events. Instead, students 
can purchase individual game 
tickets at regular general admission 
prices or can purchasea discounted 
season ticket for Grizzly athletic 
events.
Gary Hughes, UM Field House ticket 
manager, said that since no student 
activity money is being contributed 
toward intercollegiate athletics this 
year, “ it was felt best to offer only the 
special season ticket to UM 
students.”
The student season ticket, which 
covers admission to 21 home foot­
ball, basketball and track events, will 
be sold for $17.
Eight freshmen, two sophomores, 
three juniors and one senior make up 
the squad. Only juniors Doug Darko 
and Hans Tem plem an and 
sophomore Dean Erhard have 
college experience.
Darko missed last year’s cross-coun­
try  com petition because of 
mononucleosis, but is expected to be 
the team's leader this year. “ Doug 
has matured a great deal, is fit, and 
should have one of his finest 
seasons," Lewis said.
“We have the making of a sound 
team," Lewis said. “We have several 
athletes who could be superior in the 
Big Sky and several more who will 
hang right in there.”
“Our team success will depend on 
how the freshmen adjust to the 
longer college races," he said. High 
school races are usually less than 
three miles, while college cross­
country events are run over five- and 
six-mile courses.
Montana was injury-plagued last 
year and finished fifth in the Big Sky 
Conference in cross-country after 
being Big Sky champion the four 
previous years.
have to attend all of the games to get 
a bargain with the season ticket."
Either Winter or Spring Quarter 
tickets will be honored at the three 
basketball games which will be 
played during Christmas break.
Without season tickets, UM students 
will be required to pay at least the 
general admission price of $3 for 
football games, $2 for basketball 
games, and $1.50 for track meets. 
Prices for reserved seats are $5 for 
football and $2.50 for basketball.
The ticket policy was established by 
a committee consisting of represen­
tatives of the student body, the 
athletic department and the UM ad­
ministration, Hughes said.
By Carmen Winslow 
Special to the Montana Kaimin
Loans and savings accounts are the 
two basic services offered to 
qualified members of the University 
of Montana Federal Credit Union.
The UM Federal Credit Union is a 
cooperative operating under laws es­
tablished by the federal government 
and chartered under the Federal 
Credit Union Act.
Any full-time employe of the UM, in­
cluding faculty and staff, is eligible 
under the UM Federal Credit Union 
charter to qualify as members. Any 
person related by blood or marriage 
to a UM Federal Credit Union 
member and living in the same home 
is also eligible for its services.
To apply for membership a person 
must make a five dollar deposit 
which buys one share in the UM 
Federal Credit Union cooperative.
"A person can open an account with 
five dollars and turn around and 
borrow $500 or $5,000," James 
Huggins, UM Federal Credit Union 
manager, said.
Depending on the individual’s in­
come and collateral, Huggins said, a 
member may borrow money for any 
“provident or productive service.” 
There are some limitations on how 
much a member can afford'to borrow 
Huggins added. “For example, we 
can’t make a loan for more than ten 
years, yet we could loan $170,000 to 
eligible members," he said.
Huggins said the amounts usually 
borrowed vary from $100 for some­
thing like traveling expenses to 
$4,000-$5,000 for an automobile, 
mobile home or recreational 
purposes.
Huggins said UM Federal Credit 
Union members receive a five and 
one-half per cent annual dividend on 
their savings.
Huggins said members receive 
above average returns compared to 
those received on the same amounts 
of savings in downtown banks and 
savings and loans.
The UM Federal Credit Union is not 
financed by the University, state, or 
federal funds, Huggins said.
Special tickets for season sports
Griz drop two, face Nevada
Students may purchase the entire 
season ticket, or can purchase a $9 
Fall Quarter ticket and an $8 Winter- 
Spring Quarter ticket. Four football 
and seven basketball games are 
covered by the Fall Quarter ticket, 
and eight basketball games and five 
track meets are covered by the 
Winter-Spring Quarter ticket. ,
UM athletic director and head foot­
ball coach Jack Swarthout pointed 
out that the students “don’t even
Rosenberg named 
Player-of-the-Week
Grizzly linebacker Ron Rosenberg 
was named Big Sky Player of the 
Week this week, for his performance 
vegainst the University of South 
Dakota last Saturday.
Rosenberg intercepted two passes, 
recovered a fumble, deflected a pass 
at the line of scrimmage, and 
recorded nine tackles.
Earlier this season, Rosenberg was 
named co-captain of the UM football 
team, along with quarterback Rock 
Svennungsen. Rosenberg, a senior 
from Whitefish, will be defensive 
captain for the second year in a row. 
Svennungsen, a senior from Shelby, 
will captain the Grizzly offensive 
unit.
Coach Jack Swarthout said he was 
not surprised by the result of the 
team vote. “Rock and Rosie 
(Rosenberg) have really taken 
charge this year,” Swarthout said.
Swarthout said that he expects the 
two captains to have their finest in­
dividual seasons. “They showed up 
in great shape,” Swarthout said. “ I 
think they can spur us on to a win­
ning season.
The University of Montana football 
team, after two defeats this season, 
challenges the University of Nevada 
Rebels in Las Vegas this Saturday.
The Nevada team is "by far the best 
team we have played to date,” UM 
coach Jack Swarthout said. The 
Rebels have a 2-0 record with a 28-10 
victory over Weber State and a 31-14 
win over Northern Arizona.
Montana's first season effort ended 
in a surprise 23-14 loss to Simon 
Fraser University in Burnaby, British 
Columbia Sept. 6. Although free 
sa fe ty  Greg A nderson and 
quarterback Rock Svennungsen
played an outstanding game, 
Swarthout blamed an inadequate 
defense for the defeat.
Saturday, the Grizzlies lost 24-10 to 
the University of South Dakota at 
Vermillion. Although Montana had a 
10-0 lead at the half, Swarthout 
blamed inexperience for the second 
half turnabout.
However, middle-linebacker Ron 
Rosenberg played his best game for 
Montana, according to Swarthout. 
The 6-3, 235-pound senior caught 
two passes, recovered a fumble and 
deflected a pass at the line of scrim­
mage.
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ADULT THEATRE
W elcom es You Back to M issoula
See Us for 
Adult Entertainment
Special Rate 
w/Student I.D. Card
Please do not attend if offended 
by total sexual frankness on the screen
265 W. Front
serves UM em ployes
In the cooperative, members deposit 
money in their savings and the UM 
Federal Credit Union in turn, loans it 
to other members he said. The in­
come earned on loans is used to pay 
operating expenses such as salaries, 
Huggins said. The Credit Union 
building, located on the south end of 
the UM campus at 800 E. Beckwith, is 
owned by the UM Federal Credit 
Union, not the University, Huggins 
said.
There were 20,124 members in the 
UM Federal Credit Union on July 31 
of this year Huggins said, with 1,065 
loans out worth about $1,552,000. 
The UM Federal Credit Union’s 
assets are estimated at more than 
$2,000,000 with individual shares in­
sured up to $20,000 by the National 
Credit Union Administration.
Each UM Federal Credit Union 
member receives an intangible 
benefit in life insurance for every 
dollar deposited up to $2,000 or 
$4,000 for the member’s beneficiary 
in case of death.
Other services available to members 
include money orders, American Ex­
press Travelers Checks, monthly 
payroll deductions of loan payments,' 
free notary public, financia l 
counselling to members who feel 
they need it and the availability of 
such publications as Consumer 
Reports and the Kiplinger Letter.
The UM Federal Credit Union also
offers revolving loan accounts or 
open end loans to its members.
Huggins said increasing numbers of 
people are becoming UM Federal 
Credit Union members. "It took 16 
years to make $1,000,000 in assets,” 
be said, “and four years to work to 
$2 ,000,000.”
HUggins attributed this rise in 
membership to inflation because 
people are careful to make the best 
possible return on their money.
The UM Federal Credit Union was 
chartered 20 years ago.
Recreation
sem inars
The Department of Campus 
Recreation will offer several free 
public seminars during Fall Quarter.
The first seminar, “Montana Wild 
Country,” will be at 7 p.m. Oct. 1, in 
the 360 series rooms of the 
University Center. There will be a 
slide show and discussion of Mon­
tana’s wild country, including trips 
and trails that are available to the 
hiker.
Other seminars on the agenda in­
clude “Hypothermia: Killer of the Un­
prepared,”  Oct. 17; “Ski Touring: 
How to Go About It,” Nov. 19 and 20; 
and "Winter Camping,”  Dec. 3.
What Works - Works
Potential is the most exciting ex­
perience you have ever had in the 
growth and improvement of your life.
There  are answers, Potential people have 
found them . Sem inar participants know  
Potential is totally  devotecl to move you  
tow ard m ore know ledge and richness relating  
to love and religious experience, incom e, sex 
and power.
Through the w orkab le  concepts and ap­
proaches acquired at a Pbtential W eekend, in­
dividuals are pointing tow ard positive and  
perm anent changes in their lives.
If interested, you should know  that the em ­
phasis of Potential is on:
— getting in touch with, and  
— removing the blocks  
— which you know  
— frustrate your ability  
your hopes  
your needs
This could be your big w eekend.
The founders of Potential extend themselves  
tow ard your enrichm ent. They  naturally  
guarantee your grow th on the w eekend of O c ­
tober 5 and 6, w hile  in the Potential Unlim ited  
Sem inar, at V illage M otor In n — 9-5  both days.
Please note the Potential Unlim ited Posters 
on campus, and in dow ntow n stores. The  
folks at A L IC E ’S can tell you m ore about the  
weekend. Their num ber is 728-2803, or con­
tact directly, Box 1552, C arm el, CA. (408) 625- 
2884.
Potential is one of the most exciting and 
succesful training program s to com e out of 
the West Coast. Polarity Therapy, I Ching, 
Overcom ing Parental T ap es-Tantric  Yoga, 
visualizations and spirit contacts are all 
developed.
The S tu d e n t Health C en ter 
at th e  University of M ontana
The primary mission of the Student Health Center is to hold to a minimum the tim e  
spent in sickness by students during their college careers. A secondary mission is 
to educate students i n good health practices that they can use the rest of thei r Iives.
To these ends, we are interested not only in diagnosing and treating disease when  
it occurs, but in preventing its occurrence whenever possible.
Eligibility
If you are presently enrolled for 7 credits or m ore, you  
have paid your S tudent Health  and Supplem entary  
Blue Cross Fee. S tudents taking 6 credits or less m ay  
choose not to pay the Health Fee, therefore, w ould not 
be elig ib le for S tudent Health and Blue Cross services.
M edical Records A re C onfidentia l
Your m edical records are kept confidentia l by law. You  
are the only person authorized to sign a release  
disclosing any inform ation from  your m edical record. 
Physicians at the Health Service will be glad to supply  
your own personal doctor w ith inform ation about you  
but you will have to sign this request yourself.
Facilities
Th e  Health C enter is located on the corner of Eddy and  
M aurice across from  the Law School, M usic Building  
and C lover Bowl. Facilities include 30 beds, out­
patient clinic, x -ray departm ent, clinical laboratory, 
m inor operating room , orthopedic room, physician  
o ffic e s , S tu d e n t P h a rm a c y , M e n ta l H e a lth  
Departm ent, University Sanitarian and Adm inistrative  
offices.
W hat is the D ifference Betw een S tudent Health  
Service and Blue Cross Coverage?
Student Health coverage provides for services at the  
Student Health C enter, O NLY!
Blue Cross coverage is used for services O U T S ID E  the  
Health Center.
Can You W aive Supplem ental Blue Cross Coverage?
Most students will perfer to m aintain the Blue Cross  
coverage due to its extrem e low cost.
Supplem ental Blue Cross coverage can be waived
during registration upon presenting docum ented  
proof of o ther health care plans o r insurances (i.e. 
m em bership card with Blue Cross, Blue Shield, Kaiser, 
etc.), at the S tudent Health  Service table.
The student w ill be required to sign a w aiver form  
indicating an inform ed understanding of h is /her 
action.
If the student is unaw are of h is /her private m edical 
coverage status, it is possible to return to  the S tudent 
Health Service, M onday through Friday of the w eek  
im m ediately fo llow ing registration to sign the  sam e  
waiver and to receive an im m ediate  refund of the  Blue  
Cross portion of the Health  fee. This  action w ould  then  
obviously, totally  cancel that supplem ental Blue Cross  
coverage and absolutely no claim s could be honored  
during that period between the collection o f the fee  
and the refund.
Hours: School Year
The out-patient clin ic is open from  9:00 a.m . to  12:00 
and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. M onday through Friday.
The Student Health Service provides a 24 -h o u r service  
for the care of m inor accidents, sudden illnesses and  
crisis intervention problem s. A registered nurse will 
see patients on w eekends and a fter hours and will call 
the “O n -C a ll” physician if she deem s it advisable. For 
severe or serious (life -threaten ing) em ergencies the  
local full service hospitals w ill be utilized.
The Health Service is closed betw een quarters.
Transportation of em ergency cases on cam pus m ay  
be facilitated by the cam pus police. Private am bulance  
service is available from  the com m unity  at the  
student’s expense.
Visiting Hours are from  7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. O N LY .
As Director of the Student Health Service, I am most gratified that the Student Health Comm ittee  
and Central Board recognize the gravity of medical costs. Following a great deal of hard work 
and investigaion, the Comm ittee in cooperation with Blue Cross have developed a medical coverage 
program which will protect the student on and off campus, combining Student Health Service 
care and Blue Cross supplemental off-cam pus care at a minimal cost.
The educational aspect of this program is most valuable. Every student must become aware of 
his or her health plan; therefore, when the student leaves the University of Montana, this total 
health awareness will accom pany him or her.
My thanks and congratulations to the Student Health Comm ittee, ASU M  Central Board, the 
Administration, the Board of Regents and Blue Cross.
ROBERT B. CURRY, M. D.
Director
Student Health Service 
University of Montana
The Student Health Service Committee
Presents
An Improved Supplemental Plan For University Of Montana Students
The Blue Cross of Montana Student Program
The University of Montana has an excellent on-campus Stu­
dent Health Center which is financed by a health fee included 
as part of your tuition.
However, the circumstance may arise when your condition is 
such that the Student Health Center feels you require off- 
campus hospitalization and/or medical services. Under these 
circumstances, your Blue Cross of Montana Student Program 
will provide 120 days of hospitalization with semiprivate room 
and board and ancillary services PAID IN FULL. Services of a 
physician will be provided in accordance with the January, 
1974, Montana Medical Association’s Relative Value Fee 
Schedule.
To be eligible for the above benefits, all off-campus services 
must be on a referral basis by the Student Health Center.
SUPPLEMENTAL ACCIDENT:
In addition to all other benefits, supplemental coverage up to 
$300 is provided for care rendered in or out of an off-campus 
medical facility as a result of bodily injury effected through
accidental means provided care is rendered within 90 days of 
the accident.
EXTENDED BENEFITS (MAJOR MEDICAL):
When services by the Student Health Center are unavailable, 
such as during summer vacation or between quarters, your 
Blue Cross of Montana Extended Benefits will provide the fol­
lowing after a $50 deductible per school quarter has been 
satisfied:
80% of services of a legally qualified hospital and related 
physician or medical supplies required for treatment for ill­
ness or injury occurring while the student is enrolled or after 
12 months of membership should the condition have existed 
prior to enrollment. A maximum of $5,000 shall be available 
for each school quarter. (Maximum of $1,000 for any services 
rendered as a result of a motor vehicle accident.)
Accidental injury claims refer to supplemental Accident 
Coverage.
Illness claims incurred during summer, between quarters, or 
not referred by Student Health Center, refer to extended bene­
fits.
EXAMPLES OF COVERAGE
A student, as the result of an appendicitis attack, requires an 
appendectomy. He incurs a 5-day semiprivate hospital stay 
with total charges of $650.00. The surgeon’s charges are
Referred by Student Health Center
(Incurred while an enrolled student)
The total charges of $1,028.44 would be PAID IN FULL by 
Blue Cross of Montana.
$251.75, the assistant surgeon’s charges are $50.35, and the 
physician-anesthesiologist’s charges are $76.34. The total 
charges for all services are $1,028.44.
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Blue Cross Extended Benefits
(Incurred during Summer, between quarters, or not referred by Student Health Service)
Covered Paid By Student
Services Blue Cross Pays
Charges $1,028.44
$ 50.00Less $50 Ded: 50.00
Balance $ 978.44 $782.75 $195.69
Final Balance $1,028.44 $782.75 $245.69
Accidental Injury Claim
A student smashes a finger and the Health Service is closed 
between quarters.
Claims Amount
Paid by 
Blue Cross
Balance to 
Student
Emergency Rm. $15.00 $15.00 -0-
Physician’s
Charge $25.00 $25.00 -0-
X-rays (Hosp.) $22.50 $22.50 -0-
Total charges $62.50 $62.50 -0-
Blue Cross of Montana is proud to offer this Student Program and $8.00 per Summer Quarter, beginning with Autumn regis-
at a low cost of $5.50 per Autumn, Winter and Spring Quarter tration 1974.
The Student Health Service Com m ittee wishes to thank A S U M — Central Board, Vice President George 
Mitchell, President Robert Pantzer, the Board o f Regents and Blue Cross o f Montana, 
all o f whom m ade this plan a reality.
Blue Cross®
of Montana
P. O. BOX 5004
GREAT FALLS, MONTANA 59403
IN ANACONDA  
108 Oak Street 
Phone 563-6704
IN MILES CITY  
P. O. Box 1057 
Phone 232-1223
IN LIBBY 
P. O. Box 684 
Phone 293-7224
IN KALISPELL 
P. O. Box 1041 
Phone 756-6367
IN COLUMBIA FALLS 
P. O. Box 307 
Phone 892-3298
IN GLASGOW  
P. O. Box 1158 
Phone 228-8661
IN MISSOULA  
P. O. Box 1084 
Phone 549-2845
IN BILLINGS IN HELENA
2914 Second Avenue North 515 Sanders, Suite 207 
Phone 252-5723 Phone 442-2909
UM dorms almost 
full; some students 
sleep in basements
Residence halls at the University of 
Montana are filled to nearly capacity 
levels with many students still being 
housed in temporary quarters. 
However, permanent housing should 
be available for students in two to 
three weeks, according to Ron 
Brunell, Residence Halls assistant 
director.
Brunell said yesterday that there are 
about 2,400 students in the 
University dormatories, about 62 
more than were housed Fall Quarter 
last year. Capacity for the dorms is 
2,430 with the Resident Assistants 
(R.A.'s) assigned roomates, he said.
Brunnel said some R.A.’s have been 
assigned roomates to temporarily 
house students. Ten students are 
also being housed in the basement of 
Miller Hall while they await room 
openings.
In an overflow situation two years 
ago, students were able to be housed 
in permanent rooms within three 
weeks, Brunell said.
Students, who are registered in 
dorms and do not arrive or give 
notice to Residence Halls by Monday 
at noon, will be dropped from dorm 
rosters and their room assignments 
will be given to students who are in 
temporary housing. About 10 to 24 
openings are expected to be 
available Monday afternoon, Brunell 
said.
Yawning restores the equilibrium of 
the air pressure between the middle 
ear and the outside ear. The result is 
often a feeling of relaxation.
Applications are now  being accepted for the  
position of M ontana Kaim in Business M anager. 
W ritten applications must be handed to the  
A S U M  secretary by 5 p.m., O ct. 7.
STARTS TODAY!
“I want all of you to take a real long look at me.
That shouldn't be any hardship because I’m handsome. 
Moreover, I have a penetrating wit, a fanciful imagination 
and my eyes are bluer than Raul Newman’s.”
JONVOKaHT
‘ t o m o p
One beautiful man. His story is true.
20th Century-Fox presents A MARTIN RITT/IRVING RAVETCH PRODUCTION
aim tuning PAUL W IN F IE LD H U M E  CRONYN
Oirected by MARTIN RITT Produced by MARTIN RITTand HARRIET FRANK. JR.
Screenplay by IRVING RAVETCH & HARRIET FRANK. JR. Based on the book The Water is Wide"by PAT CONROY 
Music JOHN WILLIAMS PANAVISION* COLOR BY DELUXE* 
p Q  ternrutcwomctwowia o  J
Open at 6:15 p.m. Showpiece of Montene
Short Subjects at 6:25-8:55 WILMA
“Conrack” at 7:00—9:30 543-7341
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!
TRUE o r  FALSE?
THE GUINNESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS 
STATES AS FOLLOWS: *
The World's Most Prolific Murderess Was the 
Countess Elizabeth Bathory. By Her Own Count She 
•Source Butchered 610 Young Virgins!
Guinness Book at World Records
FACTOR f i c t i o n ? Was Skc a Grot ite m  Vampire StaIIumc, Pa ty
in tIi i  D arL o f a MoomI iss Niqlsr? Or a DtpRAvtd Mind Scfkioq V ictims For a 
M acAbni RituaI o f The O ccu lt?
Che Legend of
BLOOD
YOU BE THE JUDGE WHEN YOU SEE THE TRUE
Stoning
EWA AUUN
PRAY TO GOD ITS NOT TRUE’
P L U S  S H O C K IN G  A N D  F R IG H T E N IN G  C O -T H R IL L E R .. .
THE WALTER READE ORGANIZATION
Presents
NIGHT
Gates Open at 7:45 p.m. G O  W EST!
Show Starts at Dusk Drive-In
Admission $1.50 5 Miles West of Airport
S M t S r q r e Q f  Us.
WATTSTAX
SERGIO MENDES A  
BRASIL ’77  -jjr 
Lovs Music
FIFTH D IM ENSIO N 7 8 *0
Living Together. *•#
Growing Together ____
HISTORY OF THE
GRATEFUL DEAD
OKI LAWRENCE
■ fhftit Dk  LijMs Kgpt £
11*fleofti* TB
G00SPELL 
Movie Soundtrack
BLOODSTONE *” • 
Natural High
URIAH HEEP 
Live
ANNE MURRAY 
Danny’s Song
GUARANTEED:
Used— 99$
New — $1.99
Till
M EM O RY B ANK
1813 H olbom  
Behind 93 Chrysler 
728-5780
Looking
WELL
ARE
YOU
for A V e ry .............
“M O VIE-ING  *
EXPERIENCE”
T.O.I. (Theatre Operation Inc.) 
Is NOW In Missoula Looking for 
Customers To Attend Their 
Newly RE-MODLED
i i n i i i i i i n i i n i i ]
World Theatre
2023 So. H iggins  
PH 728-0095
W e Prom ise You . . . .
A  Very M ovie-ing Experience
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i K i i r m  
OPENING NEXT WEEK
First-The Harrad Experin 
e n d  th e n  th e y  w e re  n e e d y
S U M M E R  l
-a rm  y o u ?
\
Dorm shortages prevail this fa ll
Reprinted from The Chronicle of 
Higher Education
The scene in student housing offices 
on many campuses this fall looked 
like a 10-year-old rerun.
There were long lines and lists of 
students with no place to live and 
stacks of dormitory applications that 
out-numbered beds.
Although some institutions were still 
worrying about the economic 
problems of empty beds, reports of 
emergency measures to cope with 
housing shortages were common.
•  The University of Iowa last week 
tried to alleviate its student housing 
shortage by offering to rent rooms 
for more than 100 students in vacant 
wings of a nearby state tuberculosis 
hospital.
Married students, while hunting for 
more permanent places in the Iowa 
City area's tight housing market,
Thirty courses 
offered by UC
Thirty University Center courses will 
be offered at the University of Mon­
tana to area residents during Fall 
Quarter.
The nine-week program will run from 
Oct. 7 to Dec. 6 and is open to the 
public. Registration for the courses 
will be from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. week­
days, starting Monday until Oct. 11 at 
the UC information desk. Enrollment 
will be on a limited first pay basis.
Cost of the courses, which ranges 
from $4 to $22, includes a non-refun- 
dable $2 registration fee.
Courses offered include astrology, 
bicycle touring, classical Chinese 
arts and photography. Persons wan­
ting more information may call the 
UC information desk, 243-4103.
were offered a special rate—$7 a 
night—by a motel operator.
After converting as many as possible 
of its double rooms to triples, Iowa 
turned 20 small lounges into three- 
student rooms. The university also 
reopened a former nurses’ dormitory 
to house 37 students.
At Iowa, the national back-to-dorms 
trend was intensified by urban- 
renewal clearance of hundreds of 
off-campus rental units.
•  A bowling alley has been carpeted 
and partitioned to house some of the 
overiflow students in Saint John's 
University in Collegeville, Minn.
Using the bowling alley and other 
space in its old gymnasium building, 
Saint John’s has provided living 
space for 37 students. In its regular 
dormitory buildings, Saint John's 
has moved students into 18 typing 
rooms.
• Nearly 6,500 students applied for 
the 3,400 dormitory beds at the 
University of British Columbia at 
Vancouver this fall.
The awesome waiting list of 3,000 
students prompted student-council 
proposals to set up cots in the 
student-union ballroom and to pitch 
army tents on the lawn.
Barbara Clough, senior student ad­
viser, said these measures had not 
been necessary, thanks to strong 
community response to appeals 
from the university president and the 
Vancouver mayor for off-campus 
rooms for students.
This year’s waiting list of 3,000 com­
pared with about 600 last year, an in­
crease which Clough attributed to a 
general housing shortage in Van­
couver. The rental vacancy rate in 
Vancouver was less than one per 
cent, she said.
Rooms not ordinarily rented were
being offered last week at a rate 
which Clough believed could solve 
the student housing problem.
•  The University of Missouri at 
Columbia leased a motel near the 
campus and was housing 52 women 
students there for the fall semester. 
The motel residents pay the regular 
dormitory rate of $530 per semester 
and get their meals at a nearby 
dormitory
•  Georgetown University, in the 
heart of Washington’s high-rent dis­
trict, this fall instituted a shuttle-bus 
service to transport the growing 
number of students forced to live in 
outlying areas.
A year ago, Georgetown bought an 
apartment hotel, the Alban Towers, 
and now houses nearly 300 students 
there. The university hopes to begin 
construction early next year of its 
first new residence hall since 1964.
•  The University of Maine at Presque 
Isle is using a building of the 
N o rthe rn  M aine V o ca tio n a l
Technical Institute to house 30 
university freshmen. President 
Stanley Salwak said the university 
could have accepted more ap­
plicants this fall if additional 
'dormitory space had been available.
•  Drake University in Des Moines has 
revived its earlier practice of housing 
three or four students in the social 
rooms of its dormitories, thus 
squeezing 1,810 students into 
residence halls with a normal 
capacity of 1,762.
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Now Playing
B A C KRO ADS
Moving Your Moods in the 
Finest Texas Bluegrass Tradition.
Cold Beer, Sandwiches 
Open for Lunch
145 W. Front 
549-8281
Landlords prey on students
CPS
"Dear Landlord, please don’t put a 
price on my sou l..
Hundreds of dollars. School begins 
and the landlords eagerly await the 
return of the college students, 
eagerly anticipate, lease in hand, all 
those hundreds of dollars of security 
deposits. It's a happy season for lan­
dlords.
Unfortunately, the land lords’ 
cheerfulness is not generally shared 
by their new tenants. Restrictive 
leases, weighted with threats of evic­
tion and security deposit losses, 
magnified by the tenant’s ignorance 
of his rights, tip the balance of power 
heavily in favor of the landlord.
If the landlord is adept at taking full 
advantage of the college housing 
squeeze, by squeezing some more 
himself, then the tenant must learn to 
squeeze back.
The tenant’s strongest defensive 
weapon is: “Get it in writing.” Res­
ponsibility for the water bill and other 
utilities should be decided before the 
tenant moves in and put in writing. 
An apartment is usually rented in “as 
is” condition. If the landlord is talked 
into providing paint or making 
needed repairs, a written verification 
helps prevent the landlord from 
suffering a lapse of memory.
Security deposits are ambiguous 
animals. Supposedly, the landlord 
cannot deduct the cost of normal 
wear and tear from the deposit when 
the tenant moves out. Often, though, 
the landlord simply regards the 
deposit as so much extra pocket 
money or as an interest-free loan he 
has no intention of paying back. So 
dirty walls or sinks stained by 
previous tenants are somehow 
transformed into wanton damage 
come deposit refund time.
The tenant's defense against making 
an involuntary charitable con­
tribution to his landlord’s bankbook 
is to draw up a written inventory of 
the apartment's condition, noting all 
damages the first day he or she 
moves in. If the landlord refuses to 
sign, the inventory should be 
notarized and the tenant's copy kept 
in a safe place.
The security deposit and future rent 
payments should never be paid in 
cash. Canceled checks or the bank's 
microfilm records counter a land­
lord's claims of unpaid rent.
Lawsuits, even in small claims court 
where legal counsel is not required,
are no fun. Yet in a security deposit 
battle, the tenant may be relieved to 
know the burden of proof is always 
on the landlord.
Leases are intimidating. They are the 
landlord's best friend and he may use 
his superior bargaining position to 
force the tenant to sign a ridiculously 
restrictive lease.
“He will tell you not to worry over a 
harmless, everyday 'cigar-store' 
lease,” warns the New York City 
Super Tenant handbook, “But don’t 
forget who was smoking the cigar 
when you signed.”
Leases are often illegal. A common 
clause is: “changing locks is 
prohibited.” This clause ignores the 
fact that locks in older buildings can 
be easily opened with a plastic credit 
card. Money spent on a good lock is 
well worth the tenant’s annoyance at 
having a TV or stereo stolen.
Landlord-tenant law varies greatly 
from city to city and state to state. 
Lease clauses which are legal in one 
place are illegal in another. Clauses 
to be on guard for include the 
following:
•  “The tenant will not drive nails, 
drill into, disfigure or deface any part 
of the building . . .  and not make any 
alterations."
•  “The tenant shall not install or use 
a washing machine or a dishwashing 
machine or an air conditioner or 
other mechanical equipment or ap­
pliance without the written consent 
of the landlord."
•  “No animals of any kind shall be 
kept or harbored in the premises."
It is essential for tennants to know 
the housing laws in their city. 
Tenant’s union or law schools will 
help decipher legal mumbo-jumbo. 
Armed with legal knowledge, the 
tenant can then cross out illegal 
clauses before he signs a lease. After 
all, the landlord may not even realize 
his "cigar store” lease contains 
certain irregularities.
Although a typical lease is mainly a 
long list of don'ts, any lease or mon­
thly rental agreement binds the lan­
dlord to certain obligations. The 
tenant is owed mored than just four 
walls, a floor and a ceiling. A tenant 
has an absolute right to adequate 
heat, hot water, water pressure and 
the maintenance of essential build­
ing services.
When som eth ing  breaks or 
deteriorates—even if it’s the tenant's
fault—the landlord must have it 
repaired. (The tenant may then be 
sued or billed for negligence.) If the 
toilet flushes ad nauseum, the tenant 
can stop paying rent.
Beside; the right to working plum­
bing, the tenant has the legal right to 
enjoy his apartment. A tenant is not 
required, regardless of what his lease 
says, to take an oath of silence.
For instance, in New York City he can 
play music, entertain friends, 
decorate the apartment, make love, 
own a cat or dog, and in general, en­
joy his own lifestyle without hassles 
from the landlord.
In Colorado and some other states, 
though, this right is weakened con­
siderably by a no-reason eviction. A 
"statement of no reason” is complete 
defense for a landlord’s eviction of a 
tenant.
Sneaking out of a lease is tricky. The 
only legal method is to sublet. When 
subletting, the tenant rents his 
apartment to someone else. His right 
to sublet depends on permission 
from his landlord.
Even if the landlord refuses, the 
tenant can get around this. If the 
subtenants move in and pay rent, the 
landlord is presumed to have ap­
proved the unauthorized sublet as 
soon as he cashes their rent check. 
Thus, the once illegal sublet 
becomes legal.
Eviction procedures are very 
specific. If a tenant is thrown out of 
his apartment, he should check the 
eviction laws in his city. A ten day 
written notice of eviction and a court 
trial are often required. If the land­
lord ignores legal requirements, the 
eviction is illegal.
A lockout without court eviction is 
also illegal. By attaching a foreign 
lock to the tenant’s door, the landlord 
has denied the tenant access to his 
property without due process of law. 
The tenant can then break or slip the 
lock, free from prosecution for 
breaking into his Own apartment. 
The tenant can be prosecuted, 
however, for slugging the landlord if 
the landlord discovers the break-in 
and tries to stop it.
If events have not reached a crisis 
lease-breaking or eviction stage, and 
the tenant simply wants to move out 
when his lease is up, a written notice 
to the landlord is advisable. Notice 
requirements differ in each state. If 
not given, the tenant can be held res­
ponsible for the rent even after he 
has moved out.
Alee Cooks
dynam ite food, and serves from  
a 7 AM Breakfast, through Lunch 
and Dinner, past the M idnight Hours, 
until 2 AM (3:30 on Friday and 
Saturday nites.)
Sample Dinner Menu, this week—
Wednesday Evening
Honest Lasagna and spinach 
salad w /sour dough 
garlic bread
Quiche Mazula and 
marinated vegetables
Thursday Evening
Crepes of mushrooms and 
broccoli with Swis Sauce
Braised Chicken and soy, 
sesame and honey, with  
spinach croquettes.
Friday Evening
Gnocchi parisianne and 
ratatouille
Chicken curry with spiced 
rice and condiments
Montana stroganoff with 
wheat pilaf
Saturday
Stuffed green peppers 
and popovers
Sauteed Flounder in shrimp 
sauce with stuffed potatoes 
in a circle of green peas
Gourm et vegetable nutpie
Alice Keeps 
Midnight Hours
com fortable and quiet and  
enriched with hom em ade soups, 
breads and dangerous desserts
one two three East Main 728-2803
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Video Tape Network present*
THE
SHOW
a  s a t i r i c a l  j o k e - r o c k  m o c k - c o n c e r t
featuring the cast from 
LEMMINGS
A / i D e o i A P e \  
y  NETW ORK )
U C MALL—Sept 3 0 -Oct 4
10 AM —2 PM
_ David PonseraRz
8pm uc lounge 
September 26&27 
free coffee served
Coifeeijousie
COPPER CO M M O NS 9:00 RM.
OCT. 9
ADAMS RIB
OCT 16
NORTH BY 
NORTHWEST
OCT 31
FRANKENSTEIN
NOV 13
DUCK SOUP
NOV 20
KLUTE
NOV 27
FLIM FLAM MAN
DEC. 2
REBEL WITHOUT 
A CAUSE
DEC. 9
THE BANK DICK
DAVID POMERANZ
J
David Pomeranz is a well seasoned 
artist who has a wide base of experience 
to draw upon. He has just finished a sell­
out tour with Three Dog Night, and he 
has also toured with The Guess Who and 
Commander Cody. Besides being an ac­
complished guitar and piano player he 
also composes songs for other artists. 
Both Lou Rawls and The 5th Dimension 
have just finished cutting his songs. He is 
originally from New York but now lives in 
L.A. He will be appearing September 26th 
and 27th in the University Center Lounge 
at 8:00, and at the First Back to It 
September 28th.
Such Talk
You Wouldn’t 
Believe!
★  Campaign 74
PRESENTED BY 
PROGRAM 
CO UNCIL 
FOR
FRESHMAN 
ORIENTATION 
SEPTEMBER 25 
^T  DUSK IN 
THE O W L
•THE B4WNSHOP 
WITH
CHARLIE CHAPUN
•COPS
WITH
BUSJER KEATON
•SUPER-HOOPER- 
DYNE LIZZIES 
BY m CK  SENNET
•THE CURE 
WITH
CHkRLIE CHkPLIN
•TWO MRS 
WITH
LAUREL KND HkRDY
M L L Y W # M  FILM S H I M
OCT 6 PAT GARRETT AND BILLY THE KID 
OCT 20,21 BREWSTER MfCLOUD 
OCT 27,28 SLEUTH 
NOV 7,8 PAPER MOON 
NOV 17,18 CAY OF THE JACK EL 
DEC.4,5 BANANAS 
DEC. 12,13 LAST PICTURE SHOW
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